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It was the purpose of this study to investigate the qualifica­
tions of the mathematics instructors in the community colleges of North 
Carolina and to determine the content of the mathematics courses in the 
college transfer programs at these institutions. The increase of the 
number of students transferring from the community colleges to the sen­
ior institutions of North Carolina created the need for a study to be 
made of the mathematics departments of these two year institutions in 
the state. The criteria used in the analysis of the qualifications 
of the instructors and of the content of the courses were recommenda­
tions made by the Committee on the Undergraduate Program in Mathematics 
of the Mathematical Association of America and guidelines prepared by 
the Joint Committee on College Transfer Students of North Carolina. 
The data relative to the mathematics instructors were collected 
by a questionnaire constructed by the investigator. The academic pre­
paration and the professional activities of the instructors were the 
two major categories in the questionnaire sent to the instructors 
teaching college transfer courses in the community colleges of North 
Carolina during the fall of 1971. These instructors, the chairman of 
the mathematics department of each of the fifteen institutions, and the 
catalogue of the individual institutions were the sources of the data 
collected relative to the mathematics courses taught in the college 
transfer programs. 
The findings indicated that the academic preparation of the 
mathematics instructors varied widely. All of the instructor.*) had 
earned a master's degree of some type. The average instructor had 
taken less than nine of the eighteen courses recommended by CUPM. The 
professional activity participation data showed that the majority of 
the instructors had participated in three of the six categories of act­
ivities which are indicative of professional growth. 
The content of the freshman level mathematics courses was differ­
ent between schools. Approximately seventeen courses of this type were 
described in the catalogues of the institutions. The calculus sequence 
was nearly standard in the number of hours credit offered but the 
topics of the calculus and the .sequence of the topics were divergent. 
Eight courses, designed tyr an institution to meet a need which is pecul­
iar to the comninity of the institution, are offered. 
As a result of the analysis of the data recommendations were 
made hy the investigator. The universities should be cognizant of the 
academic needs of the present two year college mathematics teacher and 
of the prospective instructors of this level of education, and then 
their curriculum should be planned to meet these needs. The community 
colleges of North Carolina should evaluate the mathematics curriculum 
in the college transfer programs and bring them more close to the re­
commendations of CUPM. The administrators of both levels of higher 
education should provide support to the instructors for activities 
conducive to professional growth. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I. Problem and its Significance 
In the fall of 1970 the number of transfers from two year colleges 
in North Carolina to four year institutions comprised forty-four per cent 
of all transfers made within the state.̂  The transfers from community 
colleges to public institutions increased in 1970 over 1969 by thirty-
2 
five and three tenths per cent. The students who transfer expect a 
minimum loss of credits and to be able to complete a baccalaureate degree 
in two years after graduation from a community college. 
Efforts within the past two decades have resulted in better 
preparation of public school mathematics instructors and in the upgrading 
of the public school curricnlum in mathematics. The open door policy 
of admission to a community college of North Carolina enables a person 
to enter with a miniwun set of requirements; that is, to be admitted 
to a community college of North Carolina a person mist be 
"̂Undergraduate Transfers in North Carolina Colleges and Univ­
ersities, Fall, 1970," Higher Education in North Carolina. VI (February 
12, 1971) 1. 
2 
Ibid., 2. 
2 
eighteen years of age and have a high school diploma or ita equivalent. 
Because of this minimum set of requirements it is to be expected that 
some potential transfer students vill hare deficiencies to be made up 
before going into a major program at a senior institution even though 
instruction in high school mathematics has improved in the past twenty 
years. 
Several concerns of the educators and students of the community 
colleges and senior institutions provide the basis for this study. 
Those concerns are: the increase in the number of students transferring 
from comaunity colleges to senior colleges, the students transferring 
who have deficiencies to be made up, the students transferring who plan 
to major in mathematics or science at a senior institution, the qual­
ifications of the mathematics instructbrs of the community colleges of 
North Carolina and the content of the college transfer courses of the 
community colleges of North Carolina. 
Statement of the Problem. — The investigator had one primary 
purpose in making this study of the community college in North Car<* 
olina: to examine and evaluate the academic qualifications of the 
mathematics instructors and the content of the mathematics courses in 
the eollege transfer programs, using as criteria the recommendations of 
the Committee of the Undergraduate Programs in Mathematics of the Math­
ematical Association of America and the guidelines of the Joint Com­
mittee on College Transfer Students of North Carolina. 
3 
The Committee on the Undergraduate Program in Mathematics (CUFM) 
of the Mathematical Association of America la composed of leading math­
ematicians who make recommendations concerning the mathematics curricu­
lum in colleges and universities. The studies made by this comaittee 
(CUPM) were began in the 19501 s and were funded by the National Science 
Foundation. The committee soon found that it needed to turn its atten­
tion to the qualifications and preparation of teachers of undergraduate 
programs. More recently the increase in the number of two year insti­
tutions, the growth of the student population in two year colleges and 
the resultant increase in enrollment in two year colleges indicated the 
need for a panel of CUPM to be created to study and make recommendations 
relative to the mathematics programs in these two year institutions. 
The Panel of the Mathematics Programs in Two Year Colleges conducted 
a study and, in 1969, made recommendations for the academic qualifica­
tions of the teachers of university parallel courses. The academic 
preparation of the teachers is not the only concern of CUPM, as the 
following indicates! 
It should be understood that no academic program or de­
gree in itself qualifies an individual to teach effectively at 
any level unless this preparation is accompanied by a genuine 
interest In teaching and by professional activities reflecting 
continuing mathematical growth.' 
Concurrently with the study of the teacher qualifications, the content 
3Ad Hoc Committee on the Qualifications for a Two Tear College 
Faculty in Mathematics, Report of the Conoittee, Committee on the 
Undergraduate Program in Mathematics, Qualifications for Teachers of 
University Parallel Courses in Two Tear Colleges (Berkeley, Call?.: 
Mathematical Association of Eerie a, 1969), pT 1*. 
it 
of the university parallel courses In mathematic8 has been studied by 
CUPM and reconnendations made relative to the curricula of the two year 
colleges In the United States. 
In 1963 the General Assembly of North Carolina enacted a law es­
tablishing a system of post-high-school educational Institutions 
throughout the state of North Carolina. These institutions were to of­
fer courses of instruction in one or more of the areas of two year 
college parallel, technical, vocational and adult education programs. 
The institutions were to be supported by state funds, local taxes and 
local bonds, in institution was to be established only If an education 
need existed within the proposed administrative area which was not being 
met by existing public and private post-high-school institutions in the 
area.^ It the present time, December, 1971* there are fifteen community 
colleges which have been established in North Carolina under this act. 
As far as this investigator can determine no study has bean made as to 
the qualifications of mathematics instructors (in college transfer pro­
grams) end of the content of the mathematics courses in the college 
transfer programs of the publicly supported coBoainity colleges in North 
Carolina. 
Because of the variety of problems encountered by students as 
they transfer from one college to another, a study condttee of the 
^Thad Sure, Public School Laws of North Carolina (Charlottes­
ville, Virginiat The JKLchle Company, 19&5), pp. 172-173. 
North Carolina Association of Colleges and Universities made recommend­
ations concerning the problems of the transferring student. These 
recommendations, -which -were made in 1963, sought to eliminate unnecessary 
variability in transfer procedures. In order to deal with the increase 
in transfers and the accompanying problems, the Joint Committee on Col-
.lege Transfer Students (JCCTS) was created by the North Carolina Assoc­
iation of Colleges and Universities, State Board of Higher Education, 
and North Carolina Association of Junior Colleges. After two state-wide 
articulation conferences, articulation committees for nine different 
areas (mathematics was one of the nine) recommended guidelines. The 
guidelines for all areas were approved by the Joint Committee on College 
c 
Transfer Students on November 1, 1967. The guidelines for mathematics 
were reviewed and revised on May Hi, 1971. 
The guidelines approved by the Mathematics Articulation Com­
mittee of JCCTS have also been used in this study as criteria for the 
content of college transfer mathematics programs of the community col­
leges of North Carolina. As far as can be determined a study of this 
concern has not been previously made. 
The criteria of the Panel on Two Tear Colleges of CUPM and of 
the Joint Committee on College Transfer Students (JCCTS) will be used 
c 
<John F. Corey and Gordon B. Î le, "Joint Committee Approves 
Articulation Guidelines,n Higher Education in North Carolina, II (Dec­
ember 1, 1967), 1-3. 
6 
in evaluating the content of the college transfer programs in mathema­
tics. 
Significance of the Study 
The revisions made in the mathematics programs of the public 
schools during the 1?5>0»3 and 1960's required more training for begin­
ning teachers and the upgrading of academic preparation of the teachers 
in service. Until CUPM turned its attention to the small colleges in 
1963 very little had been done concerning the development of a mathe­
matics curriculum that would be feasible for small four year colleges 
and two year colleges. By the middle of the 1960's the problem of the 
upgrading of college faculties and curriculum became acute because of 
the lack of trained personnel. The colleges and universities intensi­
fied their programs and, as a result, the lack of trained people is now 
not so evident. In fact, in some areas of the country and some areas 
of the curriculum there is an overabundance of prepared teachers even 
at the doctorate level. 
There are various programs in mathematics in the two year col­
leges. Some of those are remedial mathematics, basic courses in mathe­
matics for general education, teacher training courses, technical 
mathematics, and the pre-calculus and calculus series. The focus of 
this investigation was concerned with the university parallel courses 
in mathematics taught in the community colleges of North Carolina, basic 
courses in mathematics for general education, teachor training coxiroes, 
and the pre-calculus and calculus series. 
7 
Many of those teaching in the community colleges are well-
qualified and yet there has been no study made comparing the academic 
preparation of the community college mathematics instructors of North 
Carolina and their professional growth to the guidelines and recommend­
ations of CUPM. 
Since the enrollment in community colleges is increasing, the 
number of students transferring from community colleges is also increas­
ing. As the student transfers a problem arises as to which courses in 
the community colleges are comparable to courses that are offered in the 
senior institutions to which the student expects to transfer. This study 
will make an analysis of the content of the college transfer courses in 
mathematics in all of the community colleges in North Carolina using re­
commendations of CUPM as published in A Transfer Curriculum in Mathema­
tics for Two Year Colleges as criteria.** In addition the college trans­
fer programs for each institution will be compared to the guidelines 
which have been set up by the Mathematics Articulation Committee of the 
North Carolina Joint Committee on College Transfer Students.̂  At the 
meeting of the Committee, in May 1971, one of the questions discussed 
was: are courses listed in the North Carolina community colleges* 
Committee on the Undergraduate Program on Mathematics, Report 
of the Committee, A Transfer Curriculum in Mathematics for Two Year Col-
leges, (Berkeley, ?alif., MathematicalAssociation ofAmerica. 1969) 
pp. 6-9. 
7 
"Articulation Guidelines,n Higher Education in North Carolina, 
II (December 1, 1967), 9. 
8 
catalogues as college credit courses although the content of the courses 
is on the secondary school level of mathematics? This question is to be 
considered in this investigation. 
Questions to be answered by this study. 
A. The first set of questions to be answered relates to the in­
structors of mathematics of the college transfer courses in the community 
colleges of North Carolina. 
1. What are the qualifications of these instructors? 
2. How many of these instructors qualify on the basis of the 
CUPM recommendations for academic preparation? 
3. What type of degrees have these instructors earned? What 
per cent of the instructors held a master»s degree differ­
ent from the Master's in Education? 
1*. At what level do these instructors participate in activi­
ties which reflect professional growth in their field? 
5* Do they encounter obstacles to professional growth? If 
so, what are some of those obstacles? 
6. What was the work experience of these instructors immed­
iately prior to their present position? 
7. What are some of the actions which could be taken to im­
prove the academic background of the individual instructor 
and to promote his professional growth? 
9 
B. The second set of questions to be answered relates to the 
content of the college transfer prograns In nathenatics in the commun­
ity colleges of North Carolina. 
1. How many of the schools participating in the study offer 
the basic courses as recommended by CUPM for university 
parallel courses? 
2. How uny of these schools offer the optional courses as 
recommended lay CUPM for university parallel courses? 
3. What are the Mathematics courses offered by the schools 
covered by this study in addition to those in the recom­
mendations of CUPM? 
U. What per cent of the schools covered by this study offer 
the nathenatics courses required by the guidelines of 
JCCTS? 
This study will be of significance to: 1) the two year college 
adninistrators as they evaluate their present staff and as they plan 
their future staffing needs, 2) the university nathenatics departments 
as they plan programs for the training and upgrading of the two year 
college nathenatics teachers, and 3) the senior institutions in the 
evaluation of the nathenatics courses which students wish to transfer 
from a community college. 
10 
II. Definitions of Terms Used 
The term community oollege is defined by the action of the Gen­
eral Assembly of North Carolina as an educational institution operating 
under the provision of Chapter 115A of .the Public School Law3 of North 
Carolina issued in 1965 by Thad Eure, Secretary of State. The community 
college is dedicated primarily to the educational needs of the particu­
lar area for which it was established, and 
a. which offers the freshman and sophomore courses of a college 
of arts and sciences, 
b. which may offer organized curricula for the training of 
technicians, 
c. which may offer vocational, trade and technical specialty 
courses and programs, end _ 
d. which may offer courses in general adult education. 
The Co—dttee on the Undergraduate Program in Mathematics (CUPM) 
is defined as a condttee of the Mathematical Association of America 
which directs its attention to the improvement of the mathematics cur­
ricula of colleges and universities and to the qualifications of mathe­
matics teachers for the curricula at all levels. 
The Joint Committee on College Transfer flfendetfts (JCCTS) is de­
fined as a committee which seeks to reduce problems of students' trans­
ferring from junior and conmnity colleges to senior institutions or 
transferring from one senior Institution to another senior institution. 
JCCTS is sponsored by the Berth Carolina Association of Colleges and Uni­
versities, the North Carolina Association of Junior Colleges, the State 
®Bure, Mfllc School Laws of North Carolina, p. 172 
11 
Board of Higher Education, and the State Board of Education. 
General Curriculum in Mathematics for Colleges is a report, of the 
Committee on the Undergraduate Program in Mathematics which recommends 
a program for general mathematics which is compact enough to be within 
the means df a small four year college. The program is designed to be 
flexible enough to meet the needs of students taking mathematics for 
various reasons. 
University parallel mathematics courses are defined to be those 
courses taught in a two year college which a student can expect to 
transfer to a senior institution with •iwiwum loss of credit. 
College transfer programs in any of the North Carolina community 
colleges are the courses which a student can expect to transfer from 
a community college to a senior institution with minimum loss of credit. 
Qualifications for teaching university parallel mathematics 
courses In two year colleges are recommendations which are made by CUPM. 
The qualifications are composed of two distinct components: 1) n under­
graduate foundation of courses in analysis and algebra with additional 
courses in geometry, computer science, and probability to provide a 
broad background, and 2) the graduate component of courses needed to 
provide competency to teach university parallel courses and to develop 
9 
new courses as the need arises. 
Apprenticeship in teaching is defined to be a supervised teach­
ing activity which will help provide for prospective teachers an 
?Ad Hoc Committee on the Qualifications for a Two Tear College 
Faculty in Mathematics, qualifications for Teaching University Parallel 
Mathematics Courses, pp 5-9. 
12 
understanding of the teaching and learning processes as these processes 
10 
apply to the two year college program. 
Mean as used in this paper is defined to be the arithmetic mean. 
111. Limitations 
This study was confined to the mathematics instructors in com­
munity colleges of North Carolina who were teaching at least one college 
transfer mathematics course in the fall of 1971. No attempt was made 
to evaluate the classroom performance or the actual competence and ef» 
ficiency of individual instructors or departments as a whole except as 
might have been indicated by comparisons made with the data collected. 
The pre-collage courses and technical mathematics courses were not con­
sidered in this study except as they were parallel to courses described 
in the guidelines of the Joint Committee on College Transfer Students. 
The analysis of the textbooks and syllabi of the college transfer 
courses is limited to those schools which supplied this data. 
IV. Organization for the Remainder of the Study 
The second chapter is devoted to a review of the related liter­
ature. Procedures used in the -study, including the sources, the methods 
of collection and the treatment of the data are outlined in chapter 
three. In the fourth chapter the analysis of the data on academic qual­
ifications and professional growth of the instructors and on the content 
of the courses in the college transfer courses is presented. The final 
chapter contains the investigator*s summary, conclusions and recommend­
ations. 
10 
Ibid.t p. 10. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Much work has been done to determine the proper qualifications 
for mathematics instructors by the professional organizations but the 
amount of published material on the subject is relatively small. 
Similarly, the curriculum of the college mathematics departments and 
that of the two year college departments has been investigated and 
updated but very little research on the content and implementations of 
recommendations has been reported. The literature on the qualifications 
of a two year college teacher of mathematics and of the courses in the 
mathematics curriculum of the two year college is for the most part 
limited to professional publications, journals and reports. 
In this chapter the investigator has reviewed the literature oni 
1) the academic qualifications of the two year college mathematics 
teacher, 2) the professional growth of the college teacher, and 3) the 
mathematics curriculum of the two year college. 
I. Literature on the Academic Qualifications of 
the Two Year College Mathematics Teacher 
Four phases of the academic qualifications of the teacher of the 
lower division courses in mathematics were treated in the literature: 
the mathematics courses, an apprenticeship program, the type of degree 
iu 
earned, and certification and accreditation. 
Mathematics Courses 
Sneed*" reviewed the literature on the problems of academic 
qualifications and preparation of junior college teachers of mathe­
matics. The report of CUPM on the qualifications for college mathe­
matics teachers was the most comprehensive publication which he found 
concerning the mathematics courses in a college teacher's preparation. 
The Committee on the Undergraduate Program in Mathematics, Coon, 
2 
Laible, Pikaart, Rising, and Scandura have indicated courses in math­
ematics that a prospective two year (or junior) college teacher should 
have as the subject matter background in his preparation. The courses 
reconended by CUPM are used as criteria in this study and will be includ­
ed in a later chapter. The courses listed in tha publications of these 
^Jilly Bay Sneed, "A Study of the Qualifications of Mathematics 
Instructors in the Regionally Accredited Public Junior Colleges of Miss­
issippi" (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, University of Mississippi, 
1969), pp. 21-26. 
2 
Ad Hoc Committee on Qualifications for a Two Year College Faculty 
in Mathematics, Beport of the Committee, Qualifications for Teaching Univer­
sity Parallel Mathematics Courses in Two Year Colleges (Berkeley, Calif.i 
Mathematical Association of America, 1969), pp. 6-87;Lewis Coon, "The 
Doctor of Education Degree in Higher Education - Mathematics at Oklahoma 
State University," Ayrican Mathematical Monthly, 72 (March, 196$), 307-
309; J. M. Laible, "Hew Graduate Degree-in Mathematics," American Math-
eaatlcal Monthly, 76 (June-July, 1969 ) 687-689; Len Pikaart, "Surging 
Doctoral Programs in Mathematics Education,0 American Mathematical Monthly, 
72 (August-September, 196j>) 772-773; 0. R. Rising, "What Advanced begree 
without Mathematics Research?" American Mathematical Monthly, 7U (October, 
1967) 999-1001; J. M. Scandura, "A New Doctoral program In Mathematics 
Education," American Mathematical Monthly, 7U (January, 1967) 150-151 • 
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individuals are similar to those of CUPM but vary In number. All six of 
the recommended programs include an undergraduate major in mathematics 
with from ten to fifteen semester courses to be taken at the graduate 
level. Hons of the programs suggests more than three courses in one area 
of mathematics, which enforces the CUPM recommendation that the two year 
college teacher have a broad background of courses rather than a back­
ground tfiich concentrates in one or two areas of mathematics. 
Sneed reported that the population of his study did not measure 
up to the recommendations of CUPM. No member of the population had taken 
all of the twelve courses recommended in the undergraduate program and 
less than one-tenth of the population had taken any of the courses listed 
3 in the graduate component. 
Apprenticeship in Two Tear College Teaching 
In addition to courses in mathematics the prospective teacher's 
training program often includes courses in related fields. CUPM, Burlch, 
GLeazner, Kuechle, Laible and Wilson* recommended an apprenticeship in 
two year college teaching or in teaching lower level courses in mathematics 
^Billy Bay Sneed, "A Study of the Qualifications of Mathematics 
Instructors,11 p. 96. 
li 
Ad Hoc Committee on Qualifications for a Two Tear College Faculty 
in Mathematics, Qualifications for Teaching Uhlveraity Parallel Hath—"+*03 
Courses, pp. 10-11; Alvin C. gurloh, "Staffing Junior Colleges." Junior 
College Journal,33 (March, 1963), 10; Edmund J. aleazner, Jr., "AAJC 
Approach," Junior Collage Journal,35 (September, 1961*), U; Richard Kuechle, 
"Improving Instruction and Upper Level Undergraduate Mathematics," American 
Mathematical Monthly, 73 (February, 1966), I9I4.J J. M. Laible, "Hew Graduate 
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at a collage or university. Eurich, Qleazner and Wilson wade proposals 
which apply to the preparation of all junior college teachers. These 
writers encouraged the universities to establish programs for the training 
of the two year college teaoher. The administration of such a program 
would involve the subject area departments* the departments of education 
and psychology at the university and the teachers in a nearby junior 
college. 
CUPM and Laible^ recommended that the prospective mathematics 
teacher be involved in the apprenticeship activities for as much as one-
quarter of his graduate program. Laible presented a plan for a three year 
program with the amount of teaching responsibility increasing from obser­
vation and assistance in one class in the first semester to the full re­
sponsibility of two classes in the last semester of his program. 
The reviewed literature reported no statistics on the amount of 
preparation in an apprenticeship program in two year college teaching. 
Eckert and Neale in a review of the research on teaching and teachers 
reported that, in 1961*, 91 leading universities were offering courses on 
Degree in Mathematics," pp. 687-698; Robert H. Wilson, "Junior College 
Student Teachers," Junior College Journal, 31 (November, 1961), 1U3-1U5. 
5 
Eurich, "Staffing Junior Colleges," p. 10; Qleazner, nAAJC 
Approach,1* p. 35; Wilson, "Junior College Student Teachers," p. Ujl*. 
6Two Tear College Faculty in Mathematics, Qualifications for 
Teaching University Parallel Mathematics Courses, pp. 10-11; J. H. Laible, 
"New Graduate Degree in Mathematics," p. 689. 
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college teaching or other phases of higher learning which was three tiaes 
7 
as many as were doing so in 19UU« 
Degrees Earned 
8 
CtJFM, the Research Division of N. E. A. and Sneed reported that 
the highest degree held most commonly by two year college teachers was 
the master's degree. A survey by N. E. A. showed that for the academic 
year8 of 1961-62 and 1962-63, of the four hundred mathematics teachers 
in the study 26.0 per cent had the doctorate or a master's degree plus 
one year's work. During the same period of time 12.3 per cent of the 
o 
mathematics instructors had less than the master's degree. Sneed re­
ported that ninety-one per cent of the instructors in his study had 
earned aome type of master's degree. 
In the literature reviewed, several new type degrees have been pro­
posed for the prospective college teacher of mathematics. These degrees 
are at a higher level than the master's degree. Some are at the doctor­
ate level and others are between the master's degree and the do o to rate. 
Laible outlined the program for a Specialist of College Teaching (SCT) 
7 
Rath Schert and Daniel C. Neale, "Teachers and Teaching," Baview 
of Educational Research, 3f> (October, 1965), 305• 
g 
Committee on the Undergraduate Program in Mathematics, Report of 
the Committee, A Transfer Curriculum in Mathematics, (Berkeley, Calif, s 
Mathematical Association of America. I9&9J, p. 5j "Heeds for College 
Teachers Grows," H. E. A. Research Bulletin, 1*1 (December, 1963), 110} 
Sneed, "A Study of the Qualifications of Mathematics Instructors," p. $8. 
9 
Ibid., N. E. A., p. 111*. 
"^Sneed. "A Study of the Qualifications of Mathematics Instructors," 
P. 97. 
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with a major in mathematics.^ Coon described a Doctor of Education in 
12 
Higher Education - Mathematics offered at Oklahoma State University 
and Scandura reviewed the proposal for a doctoral program in mathematics 
1"? education research. Pikaart reported that the emerging doctoral pro­
grams in mathematics education vere preparing teachers of mathematics 
for junior college and four year liberal arts colleges but gave no 
statistics supporting his claim. ̂  Coon stated that, at the time of 
writing his articles, recipients of the degree he described were in 
every state college in Oklahoma. 
Although the master's degree is the degree most commonly held by 
two year college teachers the degree is of varying quality. This im­
plies that the degree earned is not the best measure of qualification 
for appointment of two year college teachers, their promotion, or 
granting tenure.^ The question of accreditation of institutions 
with programs for preparing college teachers and of certification of 
individuals who have completed such a program has been raised by the 
editors of the American Mathematical Monthly. No standards have been set 
^Laible, "New Graduate Degree in Mathematics," p. 688. 
12 
Coon, "The Doctor of Education in Higher Education - Mathema­
tics, " pp. 306-310. 
13 
Scandura. "A New Doctoral Program in Mathematics Education 
Research," pp. Ui9-15>0. 
^Pikaart, "Merging Doctoral Programs in Mathematics Education," 
pp. 772-773. 
^Ad Hoc CoMclttee on Qualifications for a Two Year College Facility 
in Mathematics, Qualifications for Teaching University Parallel Mathema-
tics, pp. 3-U. 
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up to begin such programs. Modified versions of the CUPM recommends-
tions have been used as templates in assessing the preparation of in­
dividual teachers and in guiding the universities in the construction 
of their pre? grams. 
II. Literature on the Professional Growth of the 
College Mathematics Teacher 
The reconmendatlons of CUPM which relate to activities conducive 
to professional growth are presented in a later chapter of this study. 
A CUPM Newsletter of September, 1970, gave a summary of ideas being U3ed 
by some colleges in order to provide favorable conditions for the schol­
arly growth of their faculties. The ideas reported were reduced teach­
ing load for one semester for specific study time, strengthening the 
library, providing seminars and colloqoia, visiting lecturers, providing 
expenses for attending professional meetings, establishing a policy on 
leaves, sabbatical and summer programs with stipends and promoting re­
search and publications. The newsletter pointed out the value of small 
colleges grouping together for seminars and workshops. Some of the 
universities which were included in the survey indicated that they were 
beginning programs to use the two year college instructors on a part-
time basis at the university while the instructor was upgrading his own 
background in mathematics.^ 
"^"The Question of Accreditation and Certification,n American 
Mathematical Monthly, 77 (September, 1970), 7h9-
17"Maintaining Mathematical Momentum," CUPM Newsletter (Berkeley, 
Calif.s Mathematical Association Of America, September, 1970). 
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Christie and Wells offered sons suggestions as alternatives 
to research: reading, experimenting with new courses, work with tal­
ented students and doing research in mathematics education as well as 
minor research in mathematics. 
Sneed used the six activities recommended by CUPM as criteria to 
determine the professional growth of his study populations. Die highest 
level of participation was in professional reading and the least amount 
of participation was in publications. Sixty per cent of respondents 
had done additional coursework and sixty-eight per cent indicated they 
would have preferred to take more coursework. Insufficient funds and 
lack of time were the most frequent reasons for not taking more course-
19 
work and for not attending more professional meetings. 
III. Literature on the Mathematics Curriculum of 
Two Year Colleges 
The recommendations of CUPM for the mathematics curriculum were 
made by the committee after an examination of the catalogues of three 
hundred colleges. The sunmary of the survey pointed out that in an 
attempt to analyse course content by college catalogues three things 
S. Christie and J. H. Wells, "Alternatives to Research," 
American Mathematics Monthly, 7U (October, 1967), 1002-1001* • 
•^Sneed, "A Study of Qualifications of Mathematics Instructors," 
pp.98-99. 
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should be kept In mind: 
i) a catalog description of a course say not be a faithful 
description of the course that was actually given; 
11) the available catalog nay be out of date, and thus not 
represent the present program of a college; 2o 
ill) the course listed say be given infrequently, if at all. 
In the saae report the junior college courses offered with the greatest 
frequency werei "elementary algebra, plane geometry, intermediate 
algebra, trigonometry, analytic geometry, mathematics of finance, and 
21 
even such as shop mathematics, industrial mathematics and slide rule." 
22 
Aheart made a survey of the curriculum of institutions of higher 
learning In West Virginia. The junior colleges in his study offered the 
same courses as those listed in the previous study. 
23 
Linquist made a survey of the undergraduate programs in math­
ematics for the United States Office of Education in l?6l with infor­
mation gathered concerning the enrollment of the fall of i960. The 
freshman mathematics courses offered most frequently were college algebra, 
trigonometry, and mathematical analysis. College algebra was offered 
20 
R. C. Buck, "The CUFM Catalog Survey," American Mathematical 
Monthly, 69 (April, 1962), 30$. 
21Ibld., p. 305. 
22 
Andrew N. Aheart, "The Mathematics Curriculum at the Junior 
Colleges and Universities in West Virginia," American Mathematical 
Monthly, 71 (January, 1961*), 83• 
23 
Clarence B. LLndquist, "Entering Levels and College Courses 
in Freshman Mathematics," School Life, 5U (April, 1963) li|-17. 
22 
by 65.2 per cent of the responding Institutions with trigonometry being 
offered by 62.9 per cent and mathematical analysis by 1*2.9 per cent. 
Twenty-eight and one-tenth per cent of those replying offered a course 
In basic concepts including topics in finite mathematics. The sixteen 
courses listed most frequently by the 877 institutions were: plane 
geometry, solid geometry, elementary algebra, intermediate algebra, 
college algebra, trigonometry, analytic geometry, analytic geometry -
calculus, mathematical analysis, basic concepts, general mathematics, 
calculus, mathematics of finance, elementary statistics, mathematics for 
2li 
elementary school teachers, business mathematics. 
Averill made a survey in Michigan of the curricular offerings at 
sixteen Michigan community colleges which revealed that elementary 
statistics had been included in only one institution for any extended 
length of time. He also surveyed the graduates of that community college 
and the industry of the community. The conclusion of this survey was 
that an elementary statistics course was of value to the patrons of this 
2£ college and its community because of the employment conditions. 
Zant reported that COPM had made the most consistent and wide­
spread contribution of any professional organization in the upgrading 
26 of the curriculum in college mathematics. 
2]*Ibid., p. 16. 
^''Edgar Averill, "Why Offer Elementary Statistics,11 Junior 
College Journal, 3h (December, 1963), 22-2$. 
2̂ James Zant, "The Teaching of Mathematics at the College and 
University Level," Review of Educational Research, 3k (June, 196U), 352. 
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Fisher and Lightner examined the effects and the extent of 
implementations of the recommendations of CUPM relative to the math­
ematics ourrieulum. 
Fisher made a surrey of approximately one-seventh of the 
institutions listed in Qtttfla to Undergraduate Programs in Mathematics. 
His study was limited to the Implementation of the recn—anda tions of 
the CUPM panel of teacher training for Level I and Level III. The 
conclusions of this study were that there had been an increase in the 
number of institutions requiring pre-service courses in mathematics for 
prospective teachers of elementary school. More of the institutions 
had a requirement of six hours than any other number of hours required 
in mathematics but were far from the number of hours recommended by 
CUPM.28 
Lightner used the method of interview to survey the mathematics 
curricula of the colleges of Maryland. In the period of 1962-1967 
there was reported an increase in the offerings of linear algebra, real 
and complex analysis and a second course in abstract algebra. A few 
more colleges wore offering logic, geometry, topology and computer 
J. Fisher, "The Extent of Implementation of Level I and 
Level III CUPM Recommendations, Panel of Teacher Training," American 
Mathematical Monthly, 75 (March, 1968), 290-292; J. E. Lightner, 
"The Effect of Bsoomman da tions of CUPM upon the Mathematics Curricula 
of the Colleges of Maryland," American Mathematical Monthly, 76 
(June-July, 1969), 681-686. 
oft 
Ibid.. Fisher, p. 292. 
2U 
science, while a decrease was noted In the offerings in probability 
and statistics and In the area of numerical analysis. IAghtner 
found that a few of the large schools had fully Implemented the 
recanendation of COPM and that the small schools believed the 
29 
recommendations to be unrealistic for the small school. 
The literature reviewed by this investigator presented proposed 
programs for training the prospective college mathematics teacher but 
there was not offered a national plan for certification of teachers 
of mathematics nor one for accreditation of the training institutions. 
The professional growth activities were in the form of suggestions with 
no Indication of empirical research on the number of mathematics in­
structors or the number of institutions involved in the suggested 
activities. The most recent nation-wide study on the mathematics 
programs in higher education was over ten years ago and only a few 
specialised studies of the mathematics curriculum content have been 
reported. 
2^Lightaer, "The Effect of the Recommendations of COPM," 
pp. 681, 682, 686. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY 
I. The Study Population 
The study population includes the fifteen publicly supported 
community colleges of North Carolina and the mathematics instructors of 
the college transfer courses at those institutions. As far as could be 
determined by the list of instructors furnished by the administration 
of each institution a total of fifty-nine mathematics instructors of 
college transfer courses were employed by the fifteen community colleges 
of North Carolina during the fall term of 1971. The range of the number 
of instructors per institution was from a low of two to a high of seven 
with a mean of 3.93 and a mode of four. 
The mathematics courses considered in this study were those 
listed as college transfer courses in the catalogue of the individual 
institutions. These varied somewhat between institutions. Remedial 
work is offered in almost all of the institutions as the lowest level 
of mathematics. The mathematics courses recommended by CUPM as univer­
sity parallel courses and/or by JCCTS as guidelines for college trans­
fer courses are used as criteria in analyzing the programs of the 
fifteen institutions in the population. 
26 
I I. Method;; of Col J ecting 
To collect the data for this study the investigator contacted 
by mail three groups of people at each institution of the study pop­
ulation. 
The first mailing was to the president of each institution: a 
cover letter and form asking him to list the mathematics instructors 
of the college transfer courses and the head of the mathematics depart­
ment. The letter assured the president that anonymity would be main­
tained for the institution and for the individual instructor. These 
lists were completed and returned by all but one of the institutions. 
The name of that institution1s department chairmar was sent with the 
request that the questionnaires for the instructors be sent to the 
department chairman which was the procedure for that institution alone. 
The second group contacted was the mathematics instructors of the 
college transfer programs. A letter was sent to each instructor explain­
ing the need for the study to be made concerning the qualifications of 
the mathematics instructors in the community colleges of North Carolina 
who were teaching the college transfer courses. The instrument used in 
collecting the data from the instructors was a closed questionnaire of 
three parts: academic preparation, professional activities, and teach­
ing assignments. A copy of this questionnaire is in Appendix E. 
The portion of the questionnaire on academic preparation was 
constructed by the investigator by listing the courses recoanended by 
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CUFM for teachers of university parallel courses in two year col* 
leges.* The coursawork which was recommended consisted of two compon-
. enta, the unddrgraduate level and the graduate level. The undergraduate 
component is subdivided into the lower division courses and the upper 
division courses* Space was provided for the respondent to list any 
course which he had taken that was not one of those recomaended. Two 
other measures of an instructor's preparation included in the question* 
naire were an apprenticeship in two year college teaching and the degree 
earned. The respondent was given the opportunity to make any unstruct­
ured comment that he wished to make. 
The data on the professional activities was collected by a 
closed form questionnaire. It was constructed in a manner similar to 
2 a questionnaire used by Sneed in an unpubliihed dissertation. His 
questionnaire was constructed using the recommendations for profess 
sional growth in a 1967 publication of the Mathematical Association of 
America? but this investigator used those in the 1969 publication of 
•'•Ad Hoc Condttee on the Qualifications for a Two Year College 
Faculty in Mathematics, Report of the Committee, Committee on the Under­
graduate Program in Mathematics, Qualifications for Teaching University 
Parallel Mathematics Courses in Two Year CollegesCBerkeley. Calif.: 
Mathematical Association ofAmerica, 1969), p.U. 
2Bil3y Ray Staeed, "A Study of the Qualifications of Mathematics 
Instructors in the Regionally Accredited Public Junior Colleges of Miss­
issippi," (unpublished D.Ed, dissertation, University of Mississippi, 
1969) pp. 112-11$. 
^Ad Hoc Committee on the Qualifications of College Teachers, Re­
port of the Committee, Conmittee on the Undergraduate Program in Mathe­
matics, Qualifications for a College Faculty in Mathematics (Berkeley, 
Calif.s Mathematical Association of America,~I9&7), p.2. 
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the Mathematical Association of America concerning tho qualifications of 
the mathematics instructors of two year colleges.'4 Statements related to 
the recommended professional activities were designed to obtain measure-
able data in this subject. 
A third portion of the questionnaire was a check list of the 
courses recommended by CUPM as college transfer courses. The respondent 
was to designate the recommended college transfer courses that he was 
teaching in the fall term of 1971 and those he had taught during the 
previous two academic years, 1969-70 and 1970-71. 
Concurrently with the mailing to the individual instructors, one 
was sent to the department chairman or to the division chairman if the 
institution did not designate a department chairman. Each chairman was 
sent a letter citing the need for a study to be made concerning the con­
tent of the college transfer programs in mathematics in the community 
colleges in North Carolina. A check list of the college transfer 
courses recommended by CUPM in the publication of the transfer curric­
ulum in mathematics of two year colleges^ was enclosed with the letter. 
^Ad Hoc Committee on the Qualifications for a Two Year College 
Faculty in Mathematics, Qualifications for Teaching University Parallel 
Mathematics Courses, p. U. 
^Committee on the Undergraduate Program in Mathematics, Report 
of the Committee, A Transfer Curriculum in Mathematics for Two Year 
Colleges (Berkeley, Calif*.: Mathematical""Association of America, 1969), 
pp. 6-9. 
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A copy of this form can be found In Appendix H. The investigator asked 
that lists of textbooks used in the college transfer courses and any 
available syllabi for these courses which would be useful in the analy­
sis of the data on the mathematics curriculum in the community colleges 
of North Carolina be sent to the Investigator. 
III. Procedures Used in Reporting Data 
The emphasis of this study ms the extent to which the CUJM 
recommendations are met by the instructors and the institutions in the 
study population. Each institution was assigned a number at random and 
each instructor within each Institution was assipied a number at random 
also. 
The recommendations of academic qualifications for the in­
structor are presented in tabular form; for each institution the reeo*> 
mendations met by each instructor of college transfer courses in 
mathematics is indicated in the table as well as the summary for the 
institution. Footnotes were added where needed for clarification. 
Since CUPM did not establish a level of participation 
in activities which are indicative of professional growth, the investi­
gator tabulated any activity that the respondents recorded on the ques­
tionnaire. Six different forms of the professional activities were 
considered by the investigator and an attempt to quantify the extent of 
participation in these activities was presented in tabular form. 
30 
The teaching assignments of the instructors were presented by a 
table for each institution. The university parallel courses recommend­
ed by CUPM were listed in a table for each institution. The courses 
taught during the fall term of 1971 and the academic years of 1970-71 
and 1969-70 are indicated in the table. The community colleges of 
North Carolina offer mathematics courses in addition to or in lieu of 
those in the CUPM recommendations. The courses offered by each insti­
tution were determined either by the form returned by the department 
chairman or by the catalogue of the institution. A summary of the 
courses offered other than those in CUFM's recommendations is pre­
sented in a separate table. 
In addition to the CUFM recommendations the course offerings in 
the college transfer programs of the institutions of the study pop­
ulation were compared to the guidelines of JCCTS. 
The investigator made no analysis of the textbooks used in the 
community colleges of North Carolina nor of the syllabi of the courses 
at these colleges since only 26.6 per cent of the study population sup­
plied this information. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE .DATA COLLBCTED 
The major emphases of this study are the qualifications of the 
mathematics instructors and the content of the college transfer programs 
in mathematics of the community colleges of North Carolina. The qual­
ifications of the instructors as determined by the data collected are 
compared to the recommendations of the Committee on the Undergraduate 
Programs in Mathematics (CUPM) of the Mathematical Association of America. 
CUPM has made recommendations as to the transfer curriculum of two year 
colleges and this study makes a comparison of these recommendations to 
the courses offered in the college transfer program of the community col­
leges in North Carolina. Another analysis is made of the college trans­
fer programs in the study population by comparing these offerings to the 
guidelines drawn up by the Joint Committee of College Transfer Students 
(JCCTS) for the state of North Carolina. The purpose of this chapter is 
to present these comparisons. 
I. Presentation of Data Related to the 
Instructors 
The recommendations of CUPM were of two types: 1) academic train­
ing of the instructor and 2) in-service activities which promote con­
tinuing professional growth. In structuring the instrument to collect 
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measurable data, other items which help to characterize the instruc­
tors of the study population were included. 
Academic Qualifications 
Fifty of the fifty-nine mathematics instructors returned their 
quesionnaires. One instructor chose not to respond to any item on the 
form. The academic qualifications considered were courses recommended 
by CUPM, other mathematics courses, and the type of degree earned. 
Academic qualifications recommended 
by am 
To facilitate the understanding of the data which are to be pre­
sented, the specific recommendations fo CUPM are reviewed. The academic 
recomnendations are given in terms of specific courses arid a short des­
cription of each course is given. 
The courses in the two year college curriculum for which the in­
structor should have the background for teaching are referred to as the 
university parallel courses (elementary functions, elementary functions 
with algebra and trigonometry, introductory calculus, mathematical anal­
ysis, linear algebra, probability and statistics, and the structure of 
the nunfcer system).^ It is the reconaandation of the CUPM committee on 
Ad Hoc Committee on Qualifications for a Two Tear College Fac­
ulty in Mathematics, Report of the Committee, Committee on the Under­
graduate Program in.Mathematics, Qualifications for Teaching University 
Parallel Mathematics Courses in Two Year Colleges (Berkeley, Calif.: 
Mathematical Association of America, 1?69) pp. 1-2. 
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qualifications for two year collage teachers that the following courses 
(undergraduate and graduate) provide a Mathematical background for the 
two year college teacher: 
* Calculus courses In one and several variables Including an 
Introduction to differential equations. . . . 
* The fundamentals of computer science, including experience 
in programming as well as the use of the computer. . . . 
* A sweater course in linear algebra employing both Matrices 
and a basis-free, linear transformation approach. . . . 
* A course in probability and statistics that presupposes a 
course in calculus* . . . 
* A a ouster course in advanced multlvariable calculus, covering 
differential and integral vector calculus. Including the theor­
ems of Qreen and Stokes, and an Introduction to Fourier series 
and boundary value problems. . . . 
* A year's work in abstract algebra, treating the important al­
gebraic systems (groups, rings, modules, vector spaces, and 
fields) and thoroughly developing the basic concepts of hom-
emorphlsa, kernel and quotient construction with applications 
and consequences of these ideas. 
* A thorough year's course dealing with the important theorems 
in real analysis, with emphasis on rigor and detailed proofs. 
The treatment should use metric space notions and should lead 
to a detailed examination of the Riemann-Stieltjes Integral. 
• • • 
* A semester course in complex analysis, covering Cauotay.' s 
Theorem, Taylor and Laurent expansions, the calculus of resi­
dues, and analytic continuation, with application of these 
ideas to transforms and boundary value problems. . . . 
* A semester course in applied mathematics. The student should 
be Introduced to applications of mathematics in order that 
his teaching might better reflect the relevance of mathematical 
ideas. ... 
* A semester course in which the student studies some geometric 
subject such as topology, convexity, affine and projective 
geometries, differential geometry or a comparative investiga­
tion of Kuclidean and non-Suelidean geometries. . . . 
* A semester course im probability and statistics that builds on 
the student's lower division course in probability and statis­
tics and reflects the growing importance of this subject to 
the biological and soolal sciences, the management sciences 
and engineering. . . .2 
2Ibid., pp. 5-7. 
These courses are considered to be undergraduate coursesj but 
if a prospective teacher has not completed them at the undergraduate 
level, then he should cover the material in graduate courses to make 
up his dificiency. 
Three graduate courses are specifically recommended for each 
prospective two year college teacher: measure and integration, general 
topology, and advanced ordinary differential equations with applica­
tions. Other graduate courses which are appropriate for the two year 
college teacher of mathematics are functional analysis, complex anal­
ysis, homology and multivariable integration, topology and geometry of 
manifolds, Galois and field theory, ring theory and multilinear algebra, 
problem-oriented numerical analysis, and a seminar in applications. 
These courses are described in detailed outlines in the CUPM report, A_ 
Beginning Graduate Program in Mathematics for Prosi>ective Teachers of 
Undergraduates. 
Since various colleges and universities place courses at dif­
ferent levels, CUPM recommends that the undergraduate and graduate 
levels of coursework in mathematics be considered together. The 
questionnaire sent to the instructors was constructed with this in mind, 
and thus the list of suggested courses was summarized by listing eight­
een courses without designating undergraduate and graduate level. The 
^Committee on the Undergraduate Program in Mathematics, Report 
of the Committee, A Beginning Graduate Program in Mathematics for Pro­
spective Teachers of Undergraduates. (Berkeloy,~5alif.: Mathematical 
Association of America, 19o9) pp. 20-J>3. 
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CUm report of qualifications for two year college teachers does not 
designate a minimum number of courses which a person must take to qual­
ify himself as a two year college teacher. 
A program of apprenticeship in teaching is of value to the pro­
spective two year college teacher. This apprenticeship is a means by 
which a teacher of mathematics for two year colleges can gain an under­
standing of the teaching and learning processes which are peculiar to 
these institutions. The program of apprenticeship as recommended by 
CUFM would involve teaching of lower division courses in a university 
with the supervision of a senior colleague or teaching in a two year 
college under the supervision of an experienced two year teacher. This 
portion of the academic preparation of a two year college teacher could 
possibly involve as nch as one quarter of the graduate work load.^ 
CUPM reco—endations relative to 
mathematics coursework met 
A table was constructed listing eighteen courses which were re­
commended by CUFM and which were on the questionnaire sent to the study 
population. of instructors. Courses which were listed at both the under­
graduate and graduate level were listed only one time. The data collect­
ed from this questionnaire is presented in Tables I - XV, a table for 
each institution in the study. Each table contains a summary of the CUFM 
recommendations met, and the number of semester courses in mathematics 
^Ad Hoc Committee on Qualifications for a Two Tear College Fac­
ulty in Mathematics, Qualifications for Teaching University Parallel 
Mathematics Courses, p. 11. 
TABLE I 
ANALYSIS OF ACADEHIG QUALIFICATIONS DATA IN TERMS OF CUFM 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET* BY MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 1 
Courses Completed by 
Courses Recommended by CUPM Instructor Number 
— - 1 I — 
Calculus. x 
Linear Algebra x 
Probability and Statistics x 
Computer Science x 
Abstract Algebra x x 
Theorems of Real Analysis 
Applied Mathematics x x 
Complex Analysis x x 
A course in some Geometric subject x x 
Measure and Integration x 
Homology and Multivariable Integration ' JC X 
Galois and Field Theory x 
Advanced Ordinary Differential Equations x 
Functional Analysis x x 
General Topology x 
Topology and Geometry of Manifolds 
Ring Theory and Multi-linear Algebra x 
Problem-oriented Numerical Analysis x 
Total CUPM Recommendations Met 13 9 
Total Number of Semester Courses 
in Mathematics 17 14 
Range of Recommendations Met 9-13 
Mean Number of Recommendations Met 11.0 
Mean Number of Semester Courses in Mathematics 15*5 
^^^^^C^^iidicate^TfIarTn^o?TC^^IgBCeSnfca3em!?To\SMes 
recommended by CUPM has been completed* 
TABLE II 
ANALYSIS OF ACADEKEC QUALIFICATIONS DATA IN TERMS OF CUPM 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET* BY MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 2 
sssansss 
Courses Completed lay 
Courses Recommneded by CUPM Instructor Number 
1 2a 3 ha 
Calculus x x 
Lineal' Algebra x 
Probability and Statistics x 
Computer Science x 
Abstract Algebra x 
Theorems of Real Analysis x x 
Applied Mathematics x 
Complex Analysis x 
A course in some Geometric subject x 
Measure and Integration x 
Homology and Multivariable Integration 
Galois and Field Theory 
Advanced Ordinary Differential Equations 
Functional Analysis x 
General Topology x 
Topology and Geometry of Manifold.1! x 
Ring Theory and Multi-linear Algebra 
Problem-oriented Numerical Analysis x 
Total CUPM Recommendations Met 7 9 
Total Number of Semester Courses 
in Mathematics 10 22 
Range of Recommendations Met 7-9 
Mean Number of Recommendations Met 8.0 
Mean Number of Semester Courses in Mathematics 16 
*An x indicates that one of the eighteen academic courses 
rncomnienderi by CUPM has been completed. 
nNo return from this? instructor. 
TABLE III 
ANALYSIS OF ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS DATA IN TERMS OF CUFM 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET* BY MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 3 
Courses Completed by-
Courses Recommended by CUPM Instructor Number 
1 2a 3 
Calculus x x 
Linear Algebra x 
Probability and Statistics 
Computer Science 
Abstract Alegbra x x 
Theorems of Real Analysis x 
Applied Mathematics 
Complex Analysis x 
A course in some Geometric subject x 
Measure and Integration x x 
Homology and Multivariable Integration 
Galois and Field Theory x 
Advanced Ordinary Differential Equations 
Functional Analysis 
General Topology x x 
Topology and Geometry of Manifolds 
Ring Theory and Multi-linear Algebra x x 
Problem-oriented Numerical Analysis 
Total CUPM Recommendations Met 9 6 
Total Number of Semester Courses 
in Mathematics 14 19 
Range of Recommendations Met 6-9 
Mean Number of Recommendations Met 7*5 
Mean Number of Semester Courses in Mathematics 16.5 
* An x indicates that one of the eighteen academic courses 
recommended by CUPM has been completed. 
aNo return from this instructor. 
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TAIVl.K fV 
ANALYSTS OK ACADBMIC QUALIFICATIONS DATA IN TERMS 01' CUTM 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET* BY MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 4 
Courses Completed by-
Courses Recommended by CUPM Instructor Number 
1 2 3 
Calculus X X X 
Linear Algebra X X 
Probability and Statistics X X 
Computer Science X 
Abstract Algebra X X 
Theorems of Real Analysis X 
Applied Mathematics X X 
Complex Analysis X X 
A course in some Geometric subject X X 
Measure and Integration X X 
Homology and Multivariable Integration X 
Galois and Field Theory X 
Advanced Differential Equations X X 
Functional Analysis X 
General Topology X 
Topology and Geometry of Manifolds 
Ring Theory and Multi-linear Algebra X 
Problem-oriented Numerical Analysis X 
Total CUPM Recommendations Met 2 9 16 
Total Number of Semester Courses 
in Mathematics 13 19 26 
Range of Recommendations Met 2-16 
Mean Number of Recommendations Met 9«0 
Mean Number of Semester Courses in Mathematic :s 19.3 
*An x indicates that one of the eighteen academic courses 
recommended by CUPM has been completed. 
TABLE V 
ANALYSIS OF ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS DATA IN TERMS OF CUPM 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET* BY MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 5 
Courses Recommended by CUPM 
Courses Completed by 
Instructor Number 
Calculus 
Linear Algebra 
Probability and Statistics 
Computer Science 
Abstract Algebra 
Theorems ol' Real Analysis 
Applied Mathematics 
Complex Analysis 
A course in some Geometric subject 
Measure and Integration 
Homology and Multivariable Integration 
Galois and Field Theory 
Advance Ordinary Differential Equations 
Functional Analysis 
General Topology 
Topology and Geometiy of Manifolds 
Ring Theory and Multi-linear Algebra 
Problem-oriented Numerical Analysis 
Total CUPM Recommedations Met 
Total Number of Semester Courses 
in Mathematics 
x 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
6 
11 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Range of Recommendations Met 4-10 
Mean Number of Recommendations Met 7*0 
Mean Number of Semester Courses in Mathematics 
x 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
10 
14 
12.0 
4 
14 
*An x indicates that one of the eighteen academic courses 
recommended by CUPM has been completed* 
TABLE VI 
ANALYSIS OF ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS DATA IN TERMS OF CUFM 
RECOMMENDATIONS"MET* BY MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 6 
Courses Recommended lay CUFM 
Courses Completed by 
Instructor Number 
L - 2 3a 4 5 6 
Calculus 
Linear Algebra 
Probability and Statistics. 
Computer Science 
Abstract Algebra 
Theorems of Real Analysis 
Applied Mathematics 
Complex Analysis 
A course in some Geometric subject 
Measure and Integration 
Homology and Multivariable Integration 
Galois and Field Theory 
Advanced Ordinary Differential Equations 
Functional Analysis 
General Topology 
Topology and Geometry of Manifolds 
Ring Theory and Multi-linear Algebra 
Problem-oriented Numerical Analysis 
Total CUFM Recommendations Met 
x 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
10 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
8 
Total Number of Semester Courses 
in Mathematics 14 24 
Range of Recommendations Met 6-15 
Mean Number of Recommendations Met 12.4 
Mean Number of Semester Courses in Mathematics Id.4 
x 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
13 
Id 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
6 
13 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
15 
23 
*An x indicates that one of the eighteen academic courses 
recommended by CUFM has been completed. 
®No return from this instructor, 
TABLE VII 
ANALYSIS OF ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS DATA IN TERMS OF CUPM 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET* BY MATHEMATICS IHSTHUGTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 7 
Courses Completed by 
Courses Recommended by CUPM Instructor Number 
- T-T K S nr i 
Calculus X X X X 
Linear Algebra X X X 
Probability and Statistics X X X X X X 
Computer Science X X X 
Abstract Algebra X X X X 
Theorems of Real Analysis X X X X 
Applied Mathematics X X X X 
Complex Analysis X X X X X 
A course in some Geometric subject X X X 
Measure and Integration X X 
Homology and Multivariable Integration X 
Galois and Field Theory 
Advanced Ordinary-Differential Equations X X X X 
Functional Analysis - X 
General Topology X X 
Topology and Geometry-of Manifolds 
Ring Theory and Multi-linear Algebra X X 
Problem-oriented Numerical Analysis X X 
Total CUPM Recommendations Met 9 5 3 2 12 13 6 
Total Number of Semester Courses 
in Mathematics 16 7 15 8 23 19 9 
Range of Recommendations Met 2-13 
Mean Number of Recommendations Met 7.1 
Mean Number of Semester Courses in Mathematics 13.8 
*An x indicates that one of the eighteen academic courses 
recommended by Cl/PM has been completed. 
TABLE VIII 
ANALYSIS OF ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS QUIA IN TERMS OF CUFM 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET* BY MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 8 
Courses Completed by 
Courses Recommended by CUFM Instructor Number 
J. <. 3 4 
Calculus x 
Linear Algebra x 
Probability and Statistics x 
Computer Science 
Abstract Algebra 
Theorems of Real Analysis 
Applied Mathematics x 
Complex Analysis x 
A course in some Geometric subject x 
Measure and Integration x 
Homology and Multivariable Integration 
Galois and Field Theory 
Advanced Ordinary Differential Equations x x 
Functional Analysis 
General Topology 
Topology and Geometry of Manifolds x 
Ring Theory and Multi-linear Algebra 
Problem-oriented Numerical Analysis 
Total CUFM Recommendations Met 3 1 6 
Total Number of Semester Courses 
in Mathematics 17 3 13 
Range of Recommendations Met 1-6 
Mean Number of Recommendations Met 3*3 
Mean Number of Semester Courses in Mathematics 11 
*An x indicates that one of the eighteen academic courses 
recommended by CUFM has been completed. 
aNo return from this instructor. 
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TABLE IX 
ANALYSIS OF ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS DATA IN TEEMS OF CUPM 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET* BY MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 9 
Courses Completed 'by-
Instructor Number 
12 3 4 
Courses Recommended by CUPM 
Calculus 
Linear Algebra 
Probability and Statistics 
Computer Science 
Abstract Algebra 
Theorema of Real Analysis 
Applied Mathematics, 
Complex Analysis 
A course in some Geometric subject 
Measure and Integration 
Homology and Multivariable Integration 
Galois and Field Theory 
Advanced Ordinary Differential Equations 
Functional Analysis, 
General Topology 
Topology and Geometry of Manifolds 
Ring Theory and Multi-linear Algebra 
Problem-oriented Numerical Analysis 
Total CUPM Recommendations Met 
Total Number of Semester Courses 
in Mathematics 
Range of Recommendations Met 
Mean Number of Recommendations Met 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
7-12 
X 
X 
12 
17 
9.5 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
7 
20 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
8 
12 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
11 
18 
Mean Niunber of Semester Courses in Mathematics 11*7 
*An x indicates that one of the eighteen academic courses 
recommended by CUPM has been completed. 
TABLE X 
ANALYSIS OF ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS DATA IN TERMS OF CUPM 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET* BY MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 10 
Courses Completed by-
Courses Recommended by CUPM Instructor Number 
1 2 3 4 5 
Calculus X X X X X 
Linear Algebra X X X X X 
Probability and Statistics X X 
Computer Science X X X 
Abstract Algebra X X X X 
Theorems of Real Analysis X X 
Applied Mathematics X X 
Complex Analysis X. X X 
A course in some Geometric subject X X X X X 
Measure and Integration X X 
Homology and Multivariable Integration X 
Galois and Field Theory X 
Advanced Ordinary Differential Equations X 
Functional Analysis X X X 
General Topology X X X i 
Topology and Geometry of Manifolds 
Ring Theory and Multi-linear Algebra 
Problem-oriented Numerical Analysis X X 
Total CUPM Recommendations Met 14 5 9 8 9 
Total Number of Semester Courses 
in Mathematics 21 9 17 17 15 
Range of Recommendations Met 5-14 
Mean Number of Recommendations Met 9.0 
Mean Number of Semester Courses in Mathematics 16 
*An x indicates that one of the eighteen academic courses 
recommended by CUPM has been completed. 
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TABLE XI 
ANALYSIS OF ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS DATA IN TEBMS OF CUPM 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET* BY MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 11 
Courses Completed by-
Courses Recommended by CUPM Instructor Number 
1 2a 3 4a 
Calculus x 
Linear Algebra x x 
Probability and Statistics x x 
Computer Science x 
Abstract Algebra 
Theorems of Real Analysis x 
Applied Mathematics x 
Complex Analysis x x 
A course in some Geometric subject x 
Measure and Integration x x 
Homology- and Multivariable Integration 
Galois and Field Theory x 
Advanced Ordinary Differential Equations x 
Functional Analysis 
General Topology 
Topology of Manifolds 
Ring Theory and Multi-linear Algebra 
Problem-oriented- Numerical Analysis 
Total CUPM Recommendations Met 6 9 
Total Number of Semester Courses 
in Mathematics 9 14 
Range of Recommendations Met 6-9 
Mean Number of Recommendations Met 7*5 
Mean Number of Semester Courses in Mathematics 11*5 
*An x indicates that one of the eighteen academic courses 
recommended by CUPM has been completed. 
aNo return from this instructor. 
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TABLE XII 
ANALYSIS OF ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS DUTA IN TERMS OF CUFM 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET* BY MATHEMATICS INSTHUCTOHS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 12 
Courses Completed by 
Courses Recommended by CUFM Insructor Number 
1 2 k* $ T 
Calculus - xx x 
Linear Algebra x x 
Probability and Statistics x x 
Computer Science x x 
Abstract Algebra x x 
Theorems of Real Analysis x 
Applied Mathematics 
Complex Analysis 
A course in some Geometric subject x x x 
Measure and Integration x x 
Homology and Multivariable Integration x x 
Galois and Field Theory x 
Advanced Ordinary Differential Equations x 
Functional Analysis x 
General Topology x x x 
Topology and Geometry of Manifolds 
Ring Theory and Multi-linear Algebra x 
Problem-oriented Numerical Analysis x 
Total CUPM Recommendations Met 5 8 14 
Total Number of Semester Courses 
in Mathematics 31 13- 23 
Range of Recommendations Met 5-14 
Mean Number of Recommendations Met 9*0 
Mean Number of Semester Courses in Mathematics 22,3 
*An x indicates that one of the eighteen academic courses 
recommended by CUPM has been completed* 
aNo return from this instructor 
^This instructor declined to complete the questionnaire* 
TABLE XIII 
ANALYSIS OF ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS DATA IN TEBMS OF CUFM 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET* BY MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 13 
Courses Recommended by CUPM 
Courses Completed by-
Instructor Number 
1 » 3 
Calculus 
Linear Algebra 
Probability and Statistics 
Computer Science 
Abstract Algebra 
Theorems of Real Analysis 
Applied Mathematics 
Complex Analysis 
A course in some Geometric subject 
Measure and Integration 
Homology and Multivariable Integration 
Galois and Field Theory 
Advanced Ordinary Differential Equations 
Functional Analysis 
General Topology 
Topology and Geometry of Manifolds 
Ring Theory and Multi-linear Algebra 
Problem-oriented Numerical Analysis 
Total CUPM Recommendations Met 
x 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
8 10 
Total Number of Semester Courses 
in Mathematics 14 13 
Range of Recommendations Met 8-10 
Mean Number of Recommendations Met 9.0 
Mean Number of Semester Courses in Mathematics 13 
x 
9 
12 
*An x indicates that one of the eighteen academic courses 
recommended by CUPM has been completed* 
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TABLE XIV 
ANALYSIS OF ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS DATA IN TERMS OF CUPM 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET* BY MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 14 
Courses Completed by 
Courses Recommended by CUPM Instructor Number 
1 2 
Calculus x x 
Linear Algebra x 
Probability and Statistics x x 
Computer Science 
Abstract Algebra x x 
Theorems of Real Analysis x 
Applied Mathematics x 
Complex Analysis x 
A course in some Geometric subject x x 
Measure and Integration x x 
Homology and Multivariable Integration 
Galois and Field Theory x 
Advanced Ordinary Differential Equations x 
Functional Analysis x 
General Topology x 
Topology and Geometry of Manifolds 
Ring Theory and Multi-linear Algebra x 
Problem-oriented Numerical Analysis x 
Total CUPM Reconmendations Met 7 13 
Total Number of Semester Courses 
In Mathematics 11 19 
Range of Recommendations Met 7-13 
Mean Number of Recommendations Met 10.0 
Mean Number of Semester Courses in Mathematics 15*0 
—SBsacBaeaasaa i II i i • • i isâ —aei III • i i 
*An x indicates that one of the eighteen academic courses 
recommended by CUPM has been completed. 
TABLE XV, 
ANALYSIS OF ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS DATA IN TERMS OF CUFM 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET* BY MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 15 
Courses Completed by 
Courses Recommended by CUPM Instructor Number 
1 2 
Calculus x x 
Linear Algebra x x 
Probability and Statistics x 
Computer Science x 
Abstract Algebra x x 
Theorems of Real Analysis x x 
Applied Mathematics x x 
Complex Analysis x x 
A course in some Geometric subject x x 
Measure and Integration x x 
Homology and Multivariable Integration x 
Galois and Field Theory x 
Advanced Ordinary Differential Equations x 
Functional Analysis x x 
General Topology x 
Topology and Geometry of Manifolds 
Ring Theory and Multi-linear Algebra 
Problem-oriented Numerical Analysis x 
Total CUPM Recoomendations Met 12 12 
Total Number of Semester Courses 
in Mathematics 24 20 
Range of Recommendations Met 12-13 
Mean Number of Recommendations Met 12,5 
Mean Number of Semester Courses in Mathematics 22.0 
*An x indicates that one of the eighteen academic courses 
recommended by CUFM has been completed. 
completed by each instructor. The summary also indicates the range of 
recommendations met, the mean number of recommendations met and tho 
mean number of semester courses in mathematics for the instructors of 
each institution. 
Analysis of the data for the forty-nine respondents revealed 
that the number of CUFM courses taken ranged from a low of one to a 
high of sixteen. The mean number of course recommendations met by the 
instructors of the population was 8.5. The mean number of course re­
commendations for the institutions ranged from 3.3 to 12.5. The mean 
for ten of the fifteen institutions exceeded the mean for the instruc­
tors. Institution number fifteen had the greatest institutional mean, 
12.5* in terms of the recommendations met by the instructors of that 
institution. All of the institutions had at least one instructor who 
had met one^half of the course recommendations. 
Of the three graduate courses specifically recommended by CUB1 
for the two year college teacher, twenty-five instructors had received 
credit for measure and integration, twenty-five for general topology, 
and sixteen for advanced ordinary differential equations with applica­
tions. 
CDffi recommendations relative to 
apprenticeship met 
Only forty-four of the instructors of the study population "yHa 
a.response to the question concerning apprenticeship in two year college 
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teaching. Of that number three indicated that they had participated in 
an apprenticeship program. Three other instructors had worked as a 
teaching graduate assistant in a university but gave no indication that 
the assistant ship was supervised by a college or university professor. 
Coursework in mathematics 
The total number of credits, undergraduate and graduate, in 
mathematics for an individual instructor ranged from a low of three 
semester courses to a high of thirty-one semester courses with 15.8 as 
the mean number of sanester courses completed by the respondents of the 
study population. The mean number of semester courses of mathematics 
for the instructors of an individual institution had a range of eleven 
to 22.3. Institution eleven and institution fifteen had institutional 
means of more than twenty semester courses in mathematics. 
Types of degrees earned 
The forty-nine respondents indicated fifty-one post-baccalau­
reate degrees earned. All had earned some type of master's degree. A 
suamary of these data is presented in Table XVI. The most popular de­
gree earned by the study population was the Maater of Arts degree. 
Each of two respondents earned two types of master's degree) one 
earned both the Master of Arte and Master of Science while the other 
earned the Master of Arts and the Master of Education. None of the 
population had earned the Doctor of Arts or one of the other newer 
degrees structured for the college teacher. Two respondents had 
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TABLE XVI 
TYPES AND NUMBER OF DEGREES EARNED BY MEMBERS 
OF STUDY POPULATION BY INSTITUTION 
Highest Degree Earned 
Institution 
Number ph'D Ed's* M»s* & M.A.T. ' 
M.A. in Ed. 
1 2 
2 11 
3 2 
ha 12 1 
5 12 1 
6  1 1 2  1  
7 k 2 1 
8 12 
9 2 11 
10 2 2 1 
11 1 1 
12b 3 11 
13 2 1 
UU 11 
15 11 
i 
Totals 1 2 li; . 25 3 6 
Per Cent 
of Total 1.9 3.9 27.U h9.0 5.7 11.7 
&One instructor holds both the M.A. and M.S. 
bOne instructor holds both the M.A. and M.Ed 
earned the Educational Specialist degree but in areas other than college 
teaching. 
Professional Qualifications 
Forty-nine of the fifty-one mathematics instructors of the study 
population returned a completed or partially completed questionnaire. 
One of these instructors did not complete any of the section on pro­
fessional activities. Table XVII presents the number of questionnaires 
returned by each institution and the per cent of return for the study 
population of instructors. 
Professional activities recommended 
Academic preparation of a two year college teacher is not the 
only means of qualifying an individual to teach effectively, profes­
sional activities of various forms contribute to continuing mathematical 
growth. The committee on the qualifications for two year college teach­
ers in mathematics of CUFM suggested several forms of these nrofession-
al activities. The forms of activities which were included in the 
questionnaire designed for this study are: 
(a) taking additional course work, 
(b) reading and studying to keep aware of new developments and 
to explore new fields, 
(c) engaging in research for new mathematical results (even 
when unpublished) 
(d) developing new courses, new ways of teaching and new 
classroom material, 
(e) publishing expository or research articles, 
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TAB IE XVII 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRES RETURNED BY 
MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTOR AT EACH INSTITUTION 
Institution 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
h 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
11* 
15 
Nunber of 
Mathematics 
Instructors 
2 
k 
3 
3 
k 
6 
7 
U 
h 
5 
k 
6 
3 
2 
2 
Number of 
Questionnaires 
Returned 
2 
2 
2 
3 
U 
5 
7 
3 
U 
5 
2 
U 
3 
2 
2 
Per Cent 
100 
*0 
67 
100 
100 
83 
100 
75 
100 
100 
5o 
67 
100 
100 
100 
Totals 59 50 85* 
"This figure represents the overall percentage of returns and 
is not a column total. 
*6 
(f) participating in the activities of professional mathemat­
ical organizations--' 
Professional activities of the study-
population 
The purpose of the second portion of the questionnaire was to 
determine the extent to which members of the study population engaged 
in activities which are conducive to professional growth. Tables XVIII -
XXXII are designed to present the data collected by the questionnaire 
on professional growth. The respondent was to indicate any of the 
activities in which he had participated within the previous five years. 
A review of the tables indicated that for the population of in­
structors the number of activities in which any one instructor was in­
volved ranged from one to six activities. Only one instructor had been 
engaged in all six of these forms of activities. The highest mean of 
suggested activities for an institution was four and the mean for the 
forty-eight instructors responding to this portion of the questionnaire 
was 3.0. 
Table XXXIII summarizes the data collected by listing the six 
activities and noting the number participating in each activity and the 
per cent of participation. The activities are ranked according to par­
ticipation. Professional reading was the most frequently indicated 
activity of the list. The least amount of participation was in the 
^Ad Hoc Committee on Qualifications for a Two Tear College Fac­
ulty in Mathematics, Qualifications for Teaching University Parallel 
Mathematics Courses, p. i|. 
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TABLE XVIII 
ANALTSIS OF PROFESSIONAL GROWTH DATA IN TERNS OF CUPM 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET* BY MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 1 
Instructor Number 
Activities Reconmended by CUPM ———————— 
Additional Coursevork 
Semester hoars in mathematics 
Semester hours in education 
Semester hours in other areas 
Publications 
Number of articles published in 
mathematics journals 
Number of articles published in 
other journals 
Professional Affiliations x x 
Number of memberships 2 2 
Number of meetings attended 1 1 
Professional Reading x x 
Number of journals read regularly 1 U 
Average number of books on 
mathematics read regularly 2 8 
Original Research 
Number of research projects 
Developnent of New Courses x 
Number of new courses developed 1 
Total Number of CUFM Recommendations Met 3 2 
Range of Recommendations Met 2-3 
Mean Namber of Recomendations Met 2.5 
V 
*An x Indicates that one of the six CUFM recommendations 
on professional growth has been met. 
TABLE 1U. 
ANALYSIS OF PROFESSIONAL GROWTH DATA IN TERRS OF CUPM 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET* EI MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 2 
Instructor Number 
Activities Recommended by CUPM j[ 3 
Additional Coursawork x x 
Semester hours in mathematics 6 Uo 
Semester hoars in education 2 J>0 
Semester hours in other areas 
Publications 
Number of articles published in 
mathematics journals 
Number of articles published in 
other journals 
Professional Affiliations x x 
Number of memberships 1 2 
Number of meetings attended 2 U 
Professional Reading x x 
Number of journals read regularly 3 5 
Average number of books on 
mathematics read regularly 8 10 
Original Research -
Number of research projects 
Development of New Courses - x 
Number of new courses developed 7 
Total Number of CUFM Recommendations Met 3 U 
Range of Recommendations Met 3-U 
Mean Number of Recommendations Met 3*5 
*An x indicates that one of the six CUFM reconmtendations 
on professional growth has been met. 
"No return from this instructor. 
TABUS XX 
ANAUSIS OF PROFESSIONAL GROWTH DATA IN TERMS OF CUPM 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET# BT MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 3 
Activities Recommended by CUM 
Instructor Number 
1 2a 3 
Additional Coursevork x -
Semester hoars in mathematics 6 
Semester hours in education 
Semester hours in other areas 
Publications 
Number of articles published in 
mathematics journals 
Number of articles published in 
other journals 
Professional Affiliations x 
Number of maibarshlpa 1 
Number of meetings attended 1 
Professional Reading x x 
Number of journals read regularly 1 2 
Average number of books on 
mathematics read annually 2 2 
Original Research 
Number of research projects 
Development of New Courses x 
Number of new courses developed 1 
Total Number of CUPM Recommendations Met U 1 
Range of Recommendations Met 1-U 
Mean Number of Recommendations Met 2.5 
*An x indicates that one of the six CUPM recommendations 
on professional growth has been met. 
^io return from this instructor. 
TABLE XXI 
ANALYSIS OF PROFESSIONAL GROWTH DATA IN TERMS OF CURl 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET* BY MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER h 
Activities Recommended by CUPM 
Instructor Number 
Additional Coursework x -x 
Semester hours in mathematics 10 52 
Semester hours in education 
Semester hours in other areas 
Publications ... 
Number of articles published in 
mathematics journals 
Number of articles published in 
other journals 
Professional Affiliations x x x 
Number of memberships 2 1 2 
Number of meetings attended 2 li 
Professional Reading x x x 
Number of journals read regularly k 2 k 
Average number of books on 
mathematics read annually 2 5 
Original Research - - -
Number of research projects 
Development of New Courses x - x 
Number of new courses developed 3 3 
Total Number of CURl Recommendations Mat i|. 2 l| 
Range of Recommendations Met 2-h 
Mean Number of Recommendations Met 3.3 
*An x indicates that one of the six CURl recommendations 
on professional growth has been met. 
TABLE XXII 
ANALT3IS OF PROFESSIONAL GROUTH DATA IN TERMS OF CUFM 
RECQMBIDATI0N3 MET* HI MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER $ 
. Instructor Number 
Activities Recomonded by CUFM ^ ' 2 j h 
Additional Coursawork x 
Semester hours in mathematics 2 
Senester hours in education h 
Semester hours in other areas 
Publications x - - -
Number of articles published in 
mathematics journals 
Number of articles published in 
other journals 9 
Professional Affiliations x 
Number of mmberahlps 3 
Number of meetings attended 3 
Professional Reading x x x x 
Number of journals read regularly 12 2 1 
Average number of books on 
mathematics read annually 2 5 2 2 
Original Research - - - -
Number of research projects 
Development of New Courses x 
Number of new courses developed 1 
Total Number of Recommendations Met 3 3 1 1 
Range of Recommendations Met 1-3 
Mean Number of Recommendations Met 2.0 
*An x indicates that one of the six CUFM recommendations 
on professional growth has been met. 
TABUE XXXII 
ANALTSIS OF PROFESSIONAL QROVTH DATA IN TERMS OF CUFM 
HKJ0MHI1DATI«3 MKT* BT MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 6 
Instructor Number 
Activities Recomended by CUM 1 §' 3* h 
Additional Coursevork x x x 
Semester hours in mathematics 18 6 1$ 
Semester hows in education 39 U$ 
Semester hoars in other areas 
Publications - ... 
Number of articles published in 
mathematics journals 
Number of articles published in 
other journals 
Professional Affiliations x x x 
Number of memberships 11 1 
Number of meetings attended 2 2 
Professional Reading x x - x 
Number of journals read gegularly 2 12
Average number of books on 
mathematics read annually 10 2 10 
Original Research x ... 
Number of research projects 2 
Developaient of New Courses x - - -
Number of new courses developed 3 
Total Number of CUPM Recommendations Met 3 3 2 1 3 
Range of Recommendations Met 1-3 
Mean Number of ReeonMmdations Met 2.k 
*An x indicates that one of the six CUPM recommendations 
on professional growth has been met. 
"No return from this instructor 
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TABUS HIV 
ANAIXSIS OF PROFESSIONAL QROWTH DATA IN TERMS OF GUFM 
RECOMMENDATIONS 1ST* HI MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 7 
Activities Recommended by CUFM 
Instructor Number 
I 2 3 I f 6 f 
Additional Coursevork 
Semester hours in mathematis 
Semester hours in education 
Seme art er hours in other areas 
z x 
20 5 
x 
1 
x 
1 
Riblications 
Number of articles published in 
•athematics journals 
Number of articles published in 
other journals 
Professional Affiliations 
Number of aeaberahips 
Number of Meting attended 
Professional Reading 
Number of journals read regularly 
Average number of books on 
mathematics read annually 
Original Research 
Number of research projects 
Development of New Courses 
Number of new courses developed 
Total Number of CUPM Recomendations Met 2 
Range of Recommendations Met 2-6 
Mean Number of Recommendations Met 3.0 
x 
1 
X 
3 
x 
1 
X 
1 
X 
1 
3 
X 
3 
x 
1 
3 
x 
2 
x 
1 
1 
X 
5 
X 
3 
X 
1 
1 
X 
1 
5 5' 2 10 10 5 
x 
3 
x 
2 
k 6 
*An x indicates that one of the six CUPM recommendations 
on professional growth has been met. 
TAB IE XXV 
ANALTSIS OF PROFESSIONAL GROWTH DATA IN TERMS OF OUFM 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET* BT MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 8 
Activities Recoamended by OUPM 
Instrnctor lumber 
1 2 3* U 
Additional Coursowork x x 
Semester hours in mathematics 6 26 
Semester hours in education 3 
Semester hours in other areas 
Publications 
Number of articles published in 
mathematics journals 
Number of articles published in 
other journals 
Professional Affiliations x x 
Number of memberships 1 3 
Number of meetings attended 1 
Professional Reading x x 
Number of journals read regularly 3 h 
Average number of books on 
mathematics read annually £ 5 
Original Research - * 
Number of research projects 2 
Development of New Courses x x x 
Number of new courses developed 11 1 
Total Number of CUM Reconaendations Met U 5 3 
Range of Reconaendations Met 3-5 
Mean Number of Recommendations Met li.O 
*An x indicates that one of the six GUIM recommendations 
on professional growth has been met. 
®No return from this instructor. 
6j> 
TABIE XXVI 
ANAHSIS OF PROFESSIONAL QBOWTH DATA IN TERMS .0F.,OUH! 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET* HI MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 9 
Activities Racoaaended by CURi Inatiyetcy Number 
1 2 3 k 
Additional Coursework x x x x 
Seas steer hours in mathematics 10 6 6 12 
Semester hours in education 2 
Semester hours in other areas 6 
Itablications -
Nuaber of articles published in 
aatheaatics journals 
Nuaber of articles published in 
other journals 
Professional Affiliations x - - x 
Nuaber of memberships 1 1 
Nuaber of meetings attended 
Professional Reading x x x x 
Number of journals read regularly 2 3 U 
Average number of books on 
mathematics read annually 2 10 2 8 
Original Research x 
Number of research projects 1 
Development of New Courses x x 
Number of new courses developed 2 1 
Total Number of CUFM Recommendations Mat U U 2 3 
Range of Recomendations Met 2-U 
Mean Number of Recomendations Met 3.2 
*An x indicates that one of the six CURI recomendations 
on professional growth has been met. 
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TABLE XXVII 
ANAUSIS OF PROFESSIONAL GROWTH DATA IN TERNS OF CUFM 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET* BT MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 10 
„ , , , Instructor Number 
Activities Recommended by CUPM . 
5a 
Additional Coursework X X X X 
Semester hours in mathematics 21 h 6 18 
Senester hours in education 16 
Semester hours in other areas 6 
Publications X 
Number of articles published in 
mathematics journals k 
Number of articles published in 
other journals 
Professional Affiliations X X X 
Number of memberships 1 5 2 
Number of meetings attended 2 10 10 
Professional Reading X X X X 
Number of journals read regularly 1 2 5 k 
Average number of books on 
mathematics read annually 5 2 5 5 
Original Research _ _ X X 
Number of research projects 2 2 
Development of New Courses _ X _ -
Number of new courses developed 1 
Total Number of Recommendations Met 2 3 h 5 
Range of Reconnendations Met 2-5 
Mean Number of Recommendations Met 3.5> 
*An x indicates that one of the six CUPM reconnendations 
on professional growth has been net. 
'instructor did not respond tb this section of the questionnaire. 
TABLE XXVIII 
ANAHSIS OF PROFESSIONAL GROWTH DATA IN TERMS OF CUFM 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET* BT MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 11 
Activities Recommended by CUR! 
Instructor Number 
1 2a 3 l»a 
Additional Coursework x x 
Semester hours in mathematics 12 9 
Semester hours in education 
Semester hours in other areas 6 
Publications 
Number of articles published in 
mathematics journals 
Number of articles published In 
other journals 
Professional Affiliations x 
Number of memberships 2 
Number of meetings attended 
Professional Reading x 
Number of journals read regularly 1 
Average number of books on 
mathematics read annually 2 
Original Research 
Number of research projects 
Development of New Courses 
Number of new courses developed 
Total Number of CUFM Recommendations Met 3 
Range of Recomnendations Mat 2-3 
Mean Number of Recommendation Met 2.5 
*An x indicates that one of the six CUFM recommendations 
on professional growth has been met. 
®No return from this instructor, 
TABLE XXIX 
ANALYSIS OF PROFESSIONAL GROWTH DATA IN TERMS OF CUPM 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET* B7 MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 12 
Activities Recommended by CURi 
Instructor Number 
2 3b Ua 5a 6 
Additional Coursework x x 
Semester hours in mathematics 8 10 
Semester hours in education 
Semester hours in other areas 
Publications -
Number of articles published in 
mathematics journals 
Number of articles published in 
other journals 
Professional Affiliations x x x 
Number of memberships 11 3 
Number of meetings attended 6 
Professional Reading x x x 
Number of journals read regularly 2 2 2 
Average number of books on 
mathematics read $ 10+ 
Original Research -
Number of research projects 
Development of New Courses x x x 
Number of new courses developed 3 1 1 
Total Number of CUPM Recommendations Met U U 3 
Range of Recommendations Met 3-U 
Mean Number of Recommendations Met 3*7 
*An x indicates that one of the six CUPM recommendations 
on professional growth has been met. 
®No return from this instruotor. 
^Instructor declined to complete the questionnaire. 
TABLE XXX 
ANALYSIS OF PROFESSIONAL GROWTH DATA IN TERMS OF CUFM 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET* BT MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 13 
Instructor Number Activities Recommended by CUFM -tnawugwr aumuw-
Additional Coureework x 
SeneBter hours in mathematics 18 
Semester hours in education 1 
Semester hours in other areas 
Publications — -
Number of articles published in 
mathematics journals 
Number of articles published in 
other journals 
Professional Affiliations x x 
Number of memberships 1 1 
Number of meetings attended J> 3 
Professional Reading x x x 
Number of journals read regularly 2 1 
Average number of books on 
mathematics read annually 2 2 2 
Original Research x x 
Number of research projects 1 1 
Development of New Courses x x 
Number of new courses developed 2 2 
Total Number of CUFM Recommendations Met 3 5 2 
Range of Recommendations Met 2-5 
Mean Number of Recommendations Met 3*3 
•An x indicates that one of the six CUFM recommendations 
on professioanl growth has been met. 
TAB IE XXXI 
ANALTSIS OF PROFESSIONAL QSCMTH DATA IN TERMS OF CUR! 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET* HI MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 1J* 
Activities Recommended by CUPM Instructor Number 
Additional Coursework x 
Semester hours in mathematics 12 
Semester hours in education 
Semester hours in other areas 
Publications 
Number of articles published in 
mathematics journals 
Number of articles published in 
other journals 
Professional Affiliations x x 
Number of memberships 1 1 
Number of meetings attended 3 
Professional Reading x x 
Number of journals read regularly 2 1 
Average number of books on 
mathematics read annually 2 2 
Original Research - •• 
Number of research projects 
Development of New Courses 
Number of new courses developed 
Total Number of CURf Recommendations Met 3 2 
Range of Recommendations Met 2-3 
Mean Number of Recommendations 2.5 
*An x indicates that one of the six CUPM recommendations 
on professional growth has been met. 
TABLE XXXII 
ANAUSIS OF PROFESSIONAL GROWTH DATA IN TERHS OF CUPM 
RECOMMENDATIONS MET* BY MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTORS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 1$ 
Activities Recoaaended ty CUPM Instruet6r Nuaber 
Additional Coursework x x 
Semester hoars in uthMuties 10 k 
Semester hours in education U 
Semester hours in other areas 2 
Aiblications 
Nuaber of articles published in 
mathematics journals 
Number of articles published in 
other journals 
Professional Affiliations x 
Nuaber of meaberships 1 
Number of Meetings attended 3 
Professional Reading x x 
Number of journals read regularly 3 2 
Average nuaber of books on 
mathematics read annually 2 5 
Original Research 
Number of research projects 
Development of New Courses x x 
Number of new courses developed 2 5 
Total Number of CUPM Reconmendations Met U 3 
Range of Recommendations Met 3-U 
Mean Nuaber of Recomendations Met 3.5 
•An x indicates that one of the six CUPM recommendations 
on professional growth has been met. 
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publication of articles or books. Research had been done in the past 
five years by only 18.U per cent of the population. 
TABI£ mill 
NUMBER AND PER CBJT OF RESPONDENTS PARTICIPATING 
IN ACTIVITIES REFI£GTING PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
_-i 11 
Activities Recommended 
by COPM 
Number of Respondents 
Participating to Some 
Extent in Each Activity 
Per 
Gent Rank 
Professional Reading 
Professional Affiliations 
Additional Cooreevork 
Development of New Courses 
Original Research 
Publications 
U6 
35 
29 
21 
9 
6 
93.8 
71.U 
59.1 
1*2.8 
18.1* 
12.2 
1 
2 
3 
U 
5 
6 
The structure of the questionnaire provided additional informa­
tion in the various forms of professional activities. 
Professional reading.—Two types of reading materials were in­
cluded in the questionnaire, professional journals and books of mathema­
tical nature. The Mathematics Teacher and the Junior College Journal 
were read by more of the study population than any other professional 
journal. Twenty-one respondents indicated that they read one to three 
books annually, thirteen read four to six books annually, three read 
seven to nine books and seven read ten or more books of a mathematical 
nature. 
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Professional affiliations.—Table XXXIV presents the data collect­
ed concerning the population's membership in professional mathematical 
organizations. The table shows that more instructors (who responded to 
this item) were members of the National Council of Teachers of Mathema­
tics than any other professional mathematical organization. Three in­
structors indicated that they were members of the North Carolina Council 
of Teachers of Mathematics. Approximately one-fourth of the respondenta 
were not members of any mathematical professional organization. 
TABLE XXXIV 
MEMBERSHIP IN PROFESSIONAL MATHEMATICAL ORGANIZATIONS 
Organization Number of Respondents Per 
Holding Memberships Cent 
Mathematical Association of 
America 
American Mathematical Society 
National Council of Teachers 
of Mathematics 
Others 
None of the above 
20 
1. 
21 
10 
13 
I4O.8 
2.0 
h2.9 
20. k 
26.5 
Additional couraework.—Fifty-nine and one tenth per cent of the 
respondents indicated that they had earned additional credit in mathe­
matics during the past five years. Fifty-eight per cent of these indic­
ated that they had earned some credit while paying their own way. The 
mean number of semester hours of coursework completed was 13. h. 
7U 
Thirty-two of the respondents indicated that thay would have 
preferred to have taken more coursework over the past five years. The 
most frequent reasons given for not taking additional coursework were 
the lack of tine and financial considerations. 
Development of new courses.—The majority of the respondents 
had developed new courses within the past five years. Host of these 
had worked on the new courses individually but some new courses were 
developed by the entire department of a given institution. One indi­
vidual reported that he had developed seven new courses. In the devel­
opment and teaching of the new courses for a community college, the 
instructors reported that they wrote their own clasa notes. 
Original research.—The eight instructors who reported doing 
original research worked on a total of fourteen projects. Two in­
structors had worked on three projects each, three had worked on two 
projects, and the other two had each worked on one project. 
Publications.—The articles published by the study population 
were published in mathematics journals, education journals and space 
science publications. Each of two of the respondents indicated that 
they had published a total of nine or more articles. None of the 
instructors had & textbook published within the period of time covered 
by this study. 
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Experience prior to becoming a community 
college mathematics instructor 
Table XXXV presents the information collected from the population 
pertaining to the experience of the instructors before they began teach­
ing in a community college. Not all of the returned questionnaires had 
a response for this item. Of those responding, the largest percentage, 
2k of U7* had been teachers at the senior high school level. The next 
largest group was those who had served as graduate assistants. This 
group comprised 21.3 per cent of the respondents. As previously noted, 
the graduate assistantship: did not, invevery case, involve work as an 
apprentice in two year college teaching. 
TABLE XXXV 
EXPERIENCE OF RESPONDENTS PRIOR TO BECOMING 
TWO XEAR COLLEGE MATHEMATICS TEACHERS 
Type of Experience 
Number of 
Respondents 
Per 
Cent 
Senior High School Teacher 2k 51.5 
FUll-time Student 2 k.2 
Junior High School Teacher 3 6.3 
Graduate Assistant 10 21.3 
Full-time Four Tear College 
or University Instructor k 8.1* 
Other* k 8.1i 
Total hi 
"Includes a mathematics cousultant, a space engineer, a qual-
ity control engineer, and a technical institute instructor. 
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II. Presentation of Data Related to the Mathematics 
Courses jjnTEhe College Transfer Programs 
Each of the instructors of the study population who returned his 
quesionnaire completed a form indicating the courses vhlch were recom­
mended by CUPM that he had taught in the two previous academic years 
and that be was teaching in the fall term of 1971. Two other sources 
were used to analyze the offerings in the college transfer programs 
in mathematics. Those were the form returned by the department chair­
man and the catalogue of each institution. 
The analysis of the data collected relative to the mathematics 
courses in the college transfer programs will be discussed in this 
portion of this chapter. The outline of the topics is: 
A. Courses recommended by CUPM for two year colleges 
1. Courses recommended by CUPM being taught 
B. Guidelines recommended by JCCTS 
1. Courses recommended by JCCTS being taught 
C. Other mathematics courses in the college transfer programs 
Courses Recomended by CUPM for Two Tear Colleges 
The minimal set of offerings which is recommended by CUPM is 
described in four categories: l) calculus preparatory, 2) calculus 
and linear algebra, 3) business and social science and k) teacher 
training. The courses in the various categories are described in 
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the report of CUFM relative to the transfer curriculum in mathematics.** 
To facilitate the understanding of the analysis of the data these courses 
are outlined here. Additional offerings, which may be used to complete 
the curriculum of a two year college with students who have special inter­
ests, are described also. In this outline of the course offerings 
the term "GCM3n refers to the booklet, A General Curriculum in Mathematics 
7 for Colleges. 
BASIC OFFERINGS 
I. Calculus Preparatory 
(a) Elementary Functions and Coordinate Geometry, Math­
ematics 0 (as in GCMG). 
(b) Elementary functions and Coordinate Geometry, with 
Algebra and Trigonometry, Mathematics A. 
One or both of these should be offered by every two-year 
college. 
II. Calculus and Linear Algebra 
(a) Introductory Calculus, Mathematics B. (An intuitive 
coarse covering the basic concepts of single variable 
calculus. Similar to GCM3 Mathematics 1.) 
(b) Mathematical Analysis, Mathematics C. (A more rigor­
ous course completing the standard calculus topics, 
as in GCHJ Mathematics 2, li.) 
(c) Linear Algebra, Mathematics L. (An elementary treat­
ment similar to GOC Mathematics 3, but parallel to, 
rather than preceding, the last analysis course.) 
Categories I and II constitute the basic pore-science offerings and 
shaald be offered by every two-year college with a transfer pro­
gram 
Committee on the Undergraduate Program in Mathematics, Report 
of the Committee, A Transfer Curriculum in Mathematics for Two Year Col­
leges (Berkeley, £alif.t Mathematical Association of America, 1969). 
7 
Committee on the Undergraduate Program in Mathematics, Report 
of the Committee, A General Curriculum in Mathematics tor Collages 
(Berkeley, Calif.:"Mathematical Association of America, 1965). 
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III. Business and Social Science 
Probability and Statistics, Mathematics PS. (An intro­
ductory course stressing basic statistical concepts.) 
IV. Teacher Training 
Structure of the Number System, Mathematics NS. (A 
year course as recommended by the Panel on Teacher Train­
ing for the preparation of elementay school (Level I) 
teachers. 
The second year pf preparation algebra and geometry 
should also be offered wherever possible ) 
1. Finite Mathematics, Mathematics FM (A course of considerable 
interest and utility, especially for students of the non-
physical sciences.) 
2. Intermediate Differential Equations, Mathematics DE. 
3. Differential Equations and Advance Calculus, Mathematics 
DA. 
U. Probability Theory, Mathematics PR. (A calculus based 
course in GCM3, Mathematics Np.) ft 
5. Numerical Analysis, Mathematics NA. 
Courses recommended by CUPM 
being taught 
Tables XXXVI through L present the courses taught by the instructors 
of the study population during the fall term of 1971 and the two preceding 
academic years. An entry in a column indicates that at least one of 
the instructors who responded had taught the course. 
The investigator, using the course descriptions in the CUPM pub­
lications, and in the catalogue of each institution, compared the lists 
of courses offered by each institution with the courses recommended by 
CUPM. Where a catalogue description varied in many items with the de­
scriptions of a CUPM course, the investigator did not count this course 
O 
Committee on the Undergraduate Program in Mathematics, A Transfer 
Curriculum, pp. 6-8. ~~ 
V) 
TABUS XXXVI 
GOLIBQE TRANSFER COURSES RECOMMENDED BY CUPM BEING 
TAUGHT OR TAUGHT DUIUNG THE PAST TWO YEARS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 1 
Name of Course Fall 1971 1970-71 1969-70 
Elementary Functions and Coordinate 
Geometry (1 semester) XXX 
Elementary Functions and Coordinate 
Geometry with Algebra and Trig­
o n o m e t r y  ( 2  s e m e s t e r s )  X X X  
Introductory Calculus (l semester) XXX 
Mathematical Analysis (2 semesters) 
Linear Algebra 
Probability and Statistics 
Structure of Number Systems 
(2 semesters) 
Algebra and Geometry (2 semesters) 
Numerical Analysis 
Finite Mathematics 
Intermediate Differential Equations 
Differential Equations and Advance 
Calculus 
Probability Theory (based on calculus) 
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TAHLE XXXVII 
COLLEGE TiiANSFER COUflSES RECOMIENDED BY GUPM BEING 
TAUGHT OR TAUGHT DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 2 
Name of Course Fall 1971 1970t-71 1969-70 
Elementary Functions and Coordinate 
Geometry (1 semester) X X 
Elementary Functions and Coordinate 
Geometry with Algebra and Trig­
o n o m e t r y  ( 2  s e m e s t e r s )  X X X  
Introductory Calculus (l semester) X 
Mathematical Analysis (2 semesters) 
Linear Algebra 
Probability and Statistics 
Structure of Number Systems 
(2 semesters) XXX 
Algebra and Geometry (2 semesters) XXX 
Numerical Analysis 
Finite Miathamatics X X 
Intermediate Differential Equations 
Differential Equations and Advanced 
Calculus 
Probability Theory (based on calculus) 
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TABLE XXXVIII 
COLLBQE TRANSFER COURSES RECOMMENDED BT CUFH BEING 
TAUGHT OR TAUGHT DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 3 
SSSS=SS=&3S=raBmSSKBSSES=S=SXSS==S=SS=S3SSSBS=S3SSaBSSS==SSSS=S= 
Name of Course Fall 1971 1970-71 1969-70 
Elementary Functions and Coordinate 
Geometry (l semster) 
Elementary Rinctions and Coordinate 
Geometry with Algebra and Trig­
onometry (2 semesters) X X X 
Introductory Calculus (1 semester) X X 
Mathematical Analysis (2 semesters) 
Linear Algebra 
Probability and Statistics 
Structure of Number Systems 
(2 semesters) XXX 
Algebra and Geometry 
Numerical Analysis 
Finite Mathematics 
Intermediate Differential Equations X 
Differential Equations and Advanced 
Calculus 
Probability Theory (based on calculus) 
02 
TABU) mix 
COLIEGE TRANSFER COURSES RECOMMENDED BI CUPM BEING 
TAUGHT OR TAUGHT DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER k 
Name of Course Fall 1971 1970-71 1969-70 
Elementary Functions and Coordinate 
Geometry (l semester) X XX 
Elementary Functions and Coordinate 
Geometry with Algebra and Trig­
onometry (2 semesters) X XX 
Introductory Calculus (1 semester) XXX 
Mathematical Analysis (2 seaeaters) XXX 
Linear Algebra 
Probability and Statistics 
Structure of Number Systems 
(2 semesters) XXX 
Algebra and Geometry (2 semesters) 
Numerical Analysis 
Finite Mathematics 
Intermediate Differential Equations 
Differential Equations and Advanced 
Calculus 
Probability Theory (based on calculus) 
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TABUS XL 
COLLEGE TRANSFER COURSES RECOMMENDED BY CUFM BEING 
TAUGHT OR TAUGHT DURING THE PAST TVO YEARS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER $ 
Name of Course Fall 1971 1970-71 1969-70 
Elementary Functions and Coordinate 
Geometry (1 semester) XXX 
Elementary Functions and Coordinate 
Geometry with Algebra and Trig­
o n o m e t r y  ( 2  s e m e s t e r s )  X X X  
Introductory Calculus (1 semester) X X 
Mathematical Analysis (2 semesters) X X 
Linear Algebra 
Probability and Statistics X X 
Structure of Number Systems 
(2 semesters) 
Algebra and Geometry (2 semesters) X X 
Numerical Analysis 
Finite Mathematics 
Intermediate Differential Equations X 
Differential Equations and Advanced 
Calculus 
Probability Theory (based on calculus) 
61* 
TABLE XLI 
COLLEGE TRANSFER COURSES RECOMMENDED BI CUFM BEING 
TAUGHT OR TAUGHT DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 6 
Name of Course Fall 1971 1970-71 1969-70 
Elementary Functions and Coordinate 
Geometry (l semester) XXX 
Elementary Functions and Coordinate 
Geometry with Algebra and Trig­
o n o m e t r y  ( 2  s e m e s t e r s )  X X X  
Introductory Calculus (l semester) XXX 
Mathematical Analysis (2 semesters) 
Linear Algebra 
Probability and Statistics X XX 
Structure of Number Systems 
(2 semesters) XXX 
Algebra and Geometry (2 semesters) XXX 
Numerical Analysis 
Finite Mathematics 
Intermediate Differential Equations 
Differential Equations and Advanced 
Calculus 
Probability Theory (based on calculus) 
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TABLE XLII 
COLIEGE TRANSFER COURSES RECOMMENDED BY CUPM BEING 
TAUGHT OR TAUGHT DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 7 
Name of Course Fall 1971 1970-71 1969-70 
Elementary Functions and Coordinate 
Geometry (1 semester) 
Elementary Functions and Coordinate 
Geometry with Algebra and Trig­
onometry (2 semesters) 
Introductory Calculus (l semester) 
Mathematical Analysis (2^semesters) 
Linear Algebra 
Probability and Statistics 
Structure of Number Systems 
(2 semesters) 
Numerical Analysis 
Finite Mathematics 
Intermediate Differential Equations 
Differential Equations and Advanced 
Calculus 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Probability Theory (based on calculus) 
66 
TABLE XIJII 
GOLLBQE TRANSFER COURSES REGOMlBiDED BI CUPH BEING 
TAUGHT GR TAUGHT DURING THE PAST THO TEARS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 8 
Name of Course Fall 1971 1970-71 1969-70 
Elementary Rmctions and Coordinate 
Geometry (l semester) 
Elementary f\inctions and Coordinate 
Geometry with Algebra and Trig­
onometry (2 semesters) X X X 
Introductory Calculus (l semester) XXX 
Mathematical Analysis (2 semesters) 
Linear Algebra 
Probability and Statistics X 
Structure of Number Systems 
(2 semesters) X 
Algebra and Geometry (2 semesters) X X 
Numerical Analysis 
Finite Mathematics X XX 
Intermediate Differential Equations 
Differential Equations and Advanced 
Calculus 
Probability Theory (based on calculus) 
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TABLE XLIV 
COLLEGE TRANSFER COURSES RECOMHENDED BY CUPH BEING 
TiDGHT OR TAUGHT DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMEER 9 
Name of Course Fall 1971 1970-71 1969-70 
Elementary Rinctions and Coordinate 
Geometry (1 semester) X 
Elementary Functions and Coordinate 
Geometry with Algebra and Trig­
o n o m e t r y  ( 2  s e m e s t e r s )  X X X  
Introductory Calculus (l semester) XXX 
Mathematical Analysis (2 semesters) XX 
Linear Algebra 
Probability and Statistics X 
Structure of Number Systems 
(2 semesters) XXX 
Algebra and Geometry (2 semesters) 
Numerical Analysis 
Finite Mathematics 
Intermediate Differential Equations 
Differential Equations and Advanced 
Calculus 
Probability Theory (based on calculus) 
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TABLE XLV 
COLLBGE TRANSFER COURSES RECOMMENDED BY CUPH BEING 
TAUGHT OR TAUGHT DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 10 
Name of Course Fall 1971 1970-71 1969-70 
Elementary Rinctions and Coordinate 
Geometry (1 semester) X X 
Elementary Functions and Coordinate 
Geometry with Algebra and Trig­
onometry (2 semesters) X 
Introductory Calculus (l semester) XXX 
Mathematical Analysis (2 semesters) X 
Linear Algebra 
Probability and Statistics 
Structure of Number Systems X XX 
Algebra and Geometry (2 semesters) 
Numerical Analysis 
Finite Mathematics X X 
Intermediate Differential Equations 
Differential Equations and Advanced 
Calculus 
Probability Theory (based on calculus) 
8 9 
TABLE XLVI 
COLLEGE TRANSFER COURSES RECOMMENDED BI CUPM BEING 
TAUGHT OR TAUGHT DURING THE PAST TWO TEARS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 11 
Name of Course Fall 1971 1970-71 1969-70 
Elementary Functions and Coordinate 
Geometry (1 semester) 
Elementary Functions and Coordiante 
Geometry with Algebra and Trig­
onometry (2 semesters) X X 
Introductory Calculus (l semester) X 
Mathematical Analysis (2 semesters) 
Linear Algebra 
Probability and Statistics 
Structure of Number Systems 
(2 semesters) 
Algebra and Geometry (2 semesters) 
Numerical Analysis 
Finite Mathematics X 
Intermediate Differential Equations 
Differential Equations and Advanced 
Calculus 
Probability Theory (based on calculus) 
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TABLE XLVII 
COLIEGE TRANSFER COURSES RECOMfENDED BY CUPH BEING 
TAUGHT OR TAUGHT DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 12 
Name of Coarse Fall 1971 1970-71 1969-70 
Elementary Functions and Coordinate 
Geometry (1 semester) 
Elementary Functions and Coordinate 
Geometry with Algebra and Trig­
onometry (2 semesters) X 
Introductory Calculus (l semester) X 
Mathematical Analysis (2 semesters) 
Linear Algebra 
Probability and Statistics X 
Structure of Number Systems 
(2 semesters) 
Algebra and Geometry (2 semesters) X 
Numerical Analysis 
Finite Mathematics X 
Intermediate Differential Equations X 
Differential Equations and Adranced 
Calculus 
X 
X 
X 
Probability Theory (based on calculus) 
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TABLE XLVHI 
COLIBQE TRANSFER COURSES HEGOHMENDED til CUPM BEING 
TAUGHT OR TAUGHT DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 13 
Name of Course Fall 1971 1970-71 1969-70 
Elementary Functions and Coordinate 
Geometry (l semester) 
Elementary Amotions and Coordinate 
Geometry with Algebra and Trig­
onometry (2 semesters) 
Introductory Calculus (l semester) XXX 
Mathematical Analysis 
Probability and Statistics X X 
Structure of Number Sjystems XXX 
(2 semesters) 
Algebra and Geometry (2 semesters) 
tfuasrical Analysis 
Finite Mathematics XXX 
Intermediate Differential Equations 
Differential Equations and Advanced 
Calculus 
Probability Theory (based on calculus) 
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TABLE IL 
COLLEQE TRANSFER COURSES RECOMMENDED BY CUPM BEING 
TAUGHT CR TAUGHT DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER U* 
Name of Course Fall 1971 1970-71 1969-70 
Elementary Functions and Coordinate 
Geometry (l semester) X 
Elementary Functions and Coordiante 
Geometry with Algebra and Trig­
onometry (2 semesters) X 
Introductory Calculus (1 semester) X 
Mathematical Analysis (2 semesters) 
Linear Algebra 
Probability and Statistics 
Structure of Number Systems 
(2 semesters) X 
Algebra and Geometry (2 semesters) X 
Numerical Analysis 
Finite Mathematics 
Intermediate Differential Equations 
Differential Equations and Advanced 
Calculus 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Probability Theory (based on calculus) 
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TABLE L 
COLLEQE TRiNSFER COURSES RECOHMBNDED BY CUPM BEING 
TAUGHT OR TAUGHT DURING THE PAST TUO YEARS 
AT INSTITUTION NUMBER 15 
Nave of Course Fall 1971 1970-71 1969-70 
Elementary Functions and Coordinate 
Geometry (1 semester) X X 
Elementary Functions and Coordinate 
Geometry with Algebra and Trig­
onometry (2 semesters) X X 
Introductory Calculus (1 semester) X X 
Mathematical Analysis (2 semesters) X 
Linear Algebra 
Probability and Statistics X X 
(2 semesters) 
Algebra and Geometry (2 semesters) 
Numerical Analysis 
Finite Mathematics 
Intermediate Differential Equations 
Differential Equations and Adroiced 
Calculus 
Probability Theory (based on calculus) 
9k 
as one which Mt the recomndations of CDPM. Thus there are some 
discrepancies between the tnfomation in the tables for each insti­
tution, Tables XXXVI through L, and Tables II and LII. The information 
presented in Tables II md LIl summarises the data collected from the 
instructors, the department chairman, and the catalogues of the insti­
tutions. The pre-calculus courses offered by most institutions did 
not have the same description as the pre-calculus courses in the report 
of CDPM. The topics concerning functions are to be given a central 
role in the content of the tvo semester pre-calculus course. The cat­
alogue descriptions of some of the institutions1 pre-calculus courses 
were of the traditional algebra and trigonometry sequence even though 
the sequence was labeled as "Integrated Algebra and Trigonometry." The 
pre-calculus course descriptions also omitted topias in coordinate ge­
ometry and basic logic. Few of them specifically listed the goal of 
developing the ability to understand and use deductive reasoning. 
The course, Mathematics 0, is taught as a five quarter course 
in some of the institutions bat a majority of them required a year's 
work in pre-calculus. 
The calculus sequence varied greatly within the study popula­
tion. One of the institutions offers three quarters of five quarter 
hours credit, one has four quarters in the sequence with three terms of 
work carrying five quarter hours credit and the fourth term carrying 
three quarter hours credit, and thirteen institutions offer twenty quain­
ter hour credit for the caloulus sequence* Other courses taught in 
TABLE LI 
SUMMARY OF BASIC COLLEGE TRANSFER COURSES RECOMMENDED 
BI CUFM OFFERED B7 EACH INSTITUTION ' 
Course Title Institution Number 
1 2 3 k 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 111 15 
Elementary Functions and Coordinate 
Geometry (l semester) x x x x x x x x 
Elementary Functions and Coordinate 
Geometry with Algebra and 
Trigonometry (2 senators) x x x x x x x x  x  x  
Introductory Calculus 
(1 semester) xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Mathematical Analysis 
(2 semesters) xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Linear Algebra x x x 
Probability and Statistics x** x x 
Structure of Number Systems xxxx x xxx x 
A one quarter course at this institution. 
**Taught by the Business Department at this institution. 
TABLE LII 
SUMMARY OF OPTIONAL COLLEGE TRANSFER COURSES RECOMMENDED 
BI CUPM OFFERED BI EACH INSTITUTION 
Course Title 
Institution Number 
3 li 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 lU 15 
Finite Mathematics 
Intermediate Differential 
Equations 
Probability Theory 
Numerical Analysis 
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calculus and analysis are presented on page 102 of this study. 
The Probability and Statistics course recommended by CUPM is 
offered as a mathematics course by two institutions and in one other 
institution the course is taught by the business department. 
Linear Algebra is offered by only three institutions of the 
study population, but some topics in linear algebra are included in 
the Calculus IV course at one institution. 
The Structure of the Number System is offered by eight institu­
tions as the first year of preparation for prospective elementary 
school teachers as recomended by CUPM. One other institution offers 
a one quarter course in the number systems. The two types of courses 
are designated in the summary table. 
Three courses of the optional offerings recommended hy CUPM, 
Probability Theory, Numerical Analysis, and Finite Mathematics, are 
not offered by any institution of the study population. One institution 
stated that Numerical Analysis had been dropped from their curriculum 
because of the lack of interest in the course. Another institution in­
dicated that Probability Theory had been dropped for the same reason. 
Finite Mathematics is offered as a one tern course in none of the in­
stitutions. Some instructors indicated that they had taught the course 
but an analysis of the catalogue descriptions of their institutions 
showed that topics in finite mathematics were included in some of the 
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course3 at the freshman level yet a course, Finite Mathematics) wa3 
not in the catalogue. 
Differential Equations is offered at various levels in six in­
stitutions. One department chariman commentrd that his institution 
was considering the possibility of dropping the courses from its cur­
riculum and another commented that this had been done. At least one 
of the institutions Indicated that its course was at the elementary 
level instead of at the intermediate level. 
Guidelines Recommended by JCCTS 
The articulation guidelines approved by JCCTS in the area of 
mathematics are reported in Appendix I. These guidelines are set up 
as optional requirements for the two year college student whose program 
will lead to an associate degree. Two types of students are considered 
in these guidelines: 1) those whose curriculum requires a sequence of 
two or more calculus courses and 2) those whose curriculum does not 
require the calculus sequence. For students who do require the calcu­
lus sequence, the guidelines state that the courses in their program 
should be nine semester hours of calculus and three semester hours of 
linear algebra, or the equivalent in quarter hours. The content of the 
calculus sequence is to be the same as that of the courses recommended 
by CUPM listed in categozy II above. Since many of the students of the 
community colleges of North Carolina are not prepared to take the calcu­
lus when they enroll at the two year institution the pre-calculus work 
is the first mathematics coursework those students will take. For those 
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students and for those whose curriculum does not require the calculus 
sequence the guidelines list a requirement of six semester hours or 
nine quarter hours of mathematics with topics similar to those covered 
in the course labeled as Mathematics A in the CUPM recommendations for 
a two year college curriculum. Some students will bB ready for the cal­
culus sequence after only one semester of pre-calculus work. 
Courses recommended by JCCTS 
being taught 
The guidelines of JCCTS recommended at least a year's work in 
mathematics infer that as many as four freshman tracts are needed: 
1) the pre-calculus course, 2) introductory calculus, 3) prospective 
elementary and secondary teachers' courses and It) all other freshmen. 
Each of the fifteen institutions offered courses which would satisfy 
the suggested guidelines for the pre-calculus course, for the year's 
basic course in mathematics, and for the calculus sequence. However, 
only three of the institutions offer a course in linear algebra. The 
data collected concerning the freshman level courses in mathematics 
revealed much variation in the content of these courses. Table LIII 
presents the data on the courses in the JCCTS guidelines. 
Other Mathematics Courses in the College 
Transfer Programs 
Table LEV presents the data collected relative to the math­
ematics courses in the college transfer programs which are not parallel 
to the courses recommended by CUPM. One of the basic tenets .in the 
TABLE II1I 
COURSES WHICH ARE IN THE QUIDELINES OF 
JOGTS OFFERED BY EACH INSTITUTION 
Course Title 
Institution Number 
12 3 U 5 6 7 8 9 20 11 12 13 111 15 
Basic MathauAlcs 
(2 semesters) 
Calculus (3 semesters or 
U quarters) 
x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  
X X X X X X x x x x x x x x  
Linear Algebra 
(1 semester) 
*A fifteen quarter hour course at this institution. 
TABLE LIV 
MATHEMATICS COUBSES OffEBED IK COLUQE TBAMSFEB 
PHOGRAMS OF THE IR3TITUFIONS OF THE STUDI 
POPULATION WHICH ABE HOT OV THE CDPM LIST 
I Institution taiber 
Cottr»e Ktla 1 Z 3 It 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13 111 15 
Business Mathematics for 
Secretaries x 
Textile Mathematics x 
Symbolic Logle' x 
Engineering Graphics I, II, It HI x 
Introductory Calculus for non-
science and non-math majors x 
Technical Mathematics x 
Construction Mathematics x 
Numbering System and Boolean 
Algebra x 
College Algebra xxxxxx x xx 
Trigonometry xxxxxx x xx 
Integrated Algebra and Trigonometry x x x 
Table LIV (Continued) 
MiTHBf&TICS COOBSSS ORSBD 
Course Title Inatltutiofa loaber 
1 2 3 U $ 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1U 1$ 
Analytic Qecaetxy x 
Topics in Analysis x 
Business Mathematics x x x x x 
Introductory Mathematics 
Modern Concepts of Mathaaatics x* x x x 
Statistics x x x x x x x 
MBHSBM^^B^^KSEaESSSSSaBKEaCZ 
* 
This is a one quarter course. 
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philosophy of the c immunity college system In North Carolina is that 
each Institution be adapted to its co—mlty. This is reflected in 
the mathematics courses which are unique in content hat are relevant 
in kheir individual institution. 
Vine of the instltations offer separate coarses in college 
algebra «td trigonometry in the traditional for*. The descriptions of 
these courses do not include as Much work in coordinate geoaatry as the 
CUIN course Mathematics 0 nor is the concept of functions the enphasis 
of the courses. Three instltations offer a two quarter sequence In in­
tegrated algebra and trigonometry. Is described by the catalogues this 
course vas of traditional forn, that is, greater focus seemed to be on 
computation thaa on conceptualisation* Only one Institution offers 
analytic geometry as a separate course Instead of Its being included In 
either a pre-ealculns sequence or a calculus sequence. Topics in 
Analysis is a course offered In one Institution for those students vho 
hare completed the calculus sequence. The content of this course varies 
fron year to year. Business Mathematics is taagfcb at five institutions 
with college transfer credit given for the course. 
Four institutions have developed a three quarter sequence of 
mathematics for the freshman coarse. These have different titles of 
similar content aid are designed primarily for the non-scienee majors. 
The topics include sets, elementary logic as veil as algebra, number 
qrstems and trigonometry. 
ioU 
Statistics, with a minimum of work in probability, is offered 
in seven institutions. Applications which are relevant to the degree 
program of the individual institution are an integral part of these 
courses. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMAHT, CONCLUSIONS, HECCBWWDATIONS 
AND MEEDS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
I* Summary 
The investigator' 3 purposes of this study were to deterndLne the 
qualifications of the mathematics instructors of the college transfer 
courses and the content of the college transfer courses in the com­
munity colleges of North Carolina. 
The qualifications of the instructors were examined in terms of * 
1) mathematics courses for which the instructor of the population had 
received credit, 2) the professional activities in which the instructor 
participated, 3) the types of degrees earned, and U) the instructor's 
experience immediately preceding his position as a community college 
instructor. The first two facets were compared to the recommendations 
of the CowLttee on the Undergraduate Program in Mathematics of the 
Mathematical Association of America. The data on each of the four 
items were gathered by use of a questionnaire sent to each instructor. 
The content of the mathematics courses in the college transfer 
programs of the community colleges of Horth Carolina was compared to 
the recommendations for the Committee on Undergraduate Program in 
Mathematics for the two year college curriculum. The college transfer 
curriculum of each institution was determined byt 1) the courses the 
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instructors had taught, 2) analysis of the institution's catalogue, 
and 3) a form completed by the department chairman of each institution. 
II. Conclusions 
The following conclusions were derived from the analysis of the 
data reported in the preceding chapters. 
Mathematics Instructors of the College 
Transfer Programs 
The conclusions pertaining to the instructors of the study popu­
lation are listed in two areas £ the academic qualifications and 
the professional qualifications,, 
Academic qualifications 
lo The mathematics instructors of the community colleges of 
North Carolina are at a minjjnum level of preparation as measured by 
the criteria of CUPM^, 
2<. No one instructor of the population had taken all of the 
recommended courses,, The greatest number of courses taken by an 
individual instructor was sixteen. 
3. Less than one-half of the population had taken the three 
graduate courses recommended for the two year college teacher. 
U» The mean number of CUPM recommendations met by the popula­
tion, 8.5, is less than one-half of the eighteen suggested courses. 
5. Institution fifteen had the largest institutional mean 
number of recommendations met, 12.5. 
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6. All of the institutions had at least one instructor who 
had aet one-half of the course recoaaeadatiaas. 
7. Only three of the population indicated participatio* im an 
appreaticeship prograa in two year college teaching. 
8. Tea instructors ia the study population have had less than 
twelve sweater Bourses in aatheaatics. 
9. The instructors ia institution twelve were better prepared ia 
tents of coursework in aatheaatics and in CUPM recoaaeadatieas aet 
(according to the data collected) than any other institution. How­
ever, only fifty per cent of the instructors listed by the president 
of this institution responded. 
10. All of the instructors had earned a aaster's degree of 
soae type. 
U. Three instructors had earned the N. Ed. or the M.A. with 
a major la Bducatioa aad six had eaxaed the N. A. T. 
12. Three iastcactors had degrees above the aaster's degree. 
Professional qualiflcatioas 
1. The nuaber of activities receaaeaded by CUPM for prefessioaal 
growth ia which the population participated raaged froa one to six. 
2. The professional growth activity participated in by aost 
of the population was professional reading. 
3. Only one instructor had engaged in all of the suggested 
activities. 
U* The aean nuaber of activities for the populatioa was 3.0. 
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$. The least amount of participation was in publications. 
6. Indications are that some instructors are not interested 
in participating in professional activities. 
7. Twenty-four of the population had been higi school instruc­
tors before they became instructors in the coaaunity colleges. 
8. Twelve of the respondents had been students or graduate 
assistants before their present position. 
9* Three of the respondents had not been teaching imediately 
prior to their becoming two year college mathematics teachers. 
Mathematics Courses of the College 
Transfer Programs 
The conclusions concerning the mathematics courses of college 
transfer programs include statements which refer to the CUPM recom­
mended courses, the courses in the guidelines of JCCTS and other 
mathematics courses taught in the institutions of the study popula­
tion. 
1. The pre-calculus course taught at most of the institutions 
of the population did not include'all of the topics of the CUPM 
courses Mathematics 0 and/or Mathematics A. 
2. The introductory course in calculus is taught In all of 
the institutions. 
3. One institution offered a course in introductory calculus 
for those who need no other woric in calculus. 
U. Fourteen of the institutions offered three additional 
quarters in calculus. 
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$. Most of the institutions included analytic geometry in the 
calculus sequence instead of including it in the pre-calculus sequence. 
6. Probability and Statistics is taught by the business depart­
ment in one institution. 
7. Linear Algebra is taught in three institutions. 
8. The Structure of the Number System is offered in eight 
institutions. 
9. Probability Theory, Numerical Analysis, and Finite Mathe­
matics, as described by CUPM, are not offered in any of the institu­
tions. 
10. A course in Differential Equations is offered in six insti­
tutions. 
11. At least one course is offered in each institution which 
will satisfy the year's work in mathematics listed in the guidelines 
of JCCTS. 
12. The calculus sequence recommended by JCCTS is taught by 
each institution. 
13. College Algebra and Trigonometry are taught as separate 
courses in nine of the institutions. 
Hi. Eight mathematics courses are unique courses taught only by 
their institution to satisfy a community need. 
15. The freshman level mathematics course varies in content 
between institutions. 
16. Business mathematics is taught as a college level course in 
five institutions. 
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17. Statistics Is taught at various levels of difficulty at 
seven Institutions. 
III. Recommendations 
The findings of this study have led to the following recommenda-
tions( 
Mathematics Instructors of the College 
Transfer Programs 
Academic qualifications 
1. The comnunity college administrators provide aid and en­
couragement to the instructor who needs to upgrade or to fill in the 
gaps in hi a academic background using the recommendations of CUPM 
as a goal. 
2. The mathematics departments of the universities actively 
plan courses which will serve as in-service work for those presently 
employed as community college teachers. The curriculum of each col­
lege and university should be compared to the recommendations of CUPM. 
3* The universities implement a program in apprenticeship for 
the two year college teacher following the recommendations of CUPM. 
This program should be an inter-school effort; education-mathematics-
psychology at the university level, and community college - university 
effort between institutions. 
Ill 
Professional quailflcatlona 
1. The administrator of the comunity college provide fin­
ancial assistance and/or released tine for the Instructors to parti­
cipate in professional activities. 
2. The department in the community college seek to build a 
good professional library and plan to establish a aatheaatics 
laboratory. 
3. Each university and the coaaunity colleges nearby plan 
lectures and colloquia together. 
1*. The Mathematics Instructors actively support an organiza­
tion for two year college aatheaatics teachers. 
Hathaaatics Courses of the College 
Transfer Programs 
1. The administrator of each coamunity college lead the mathe­
matics department in revising the curriculum of the college transfer 
program using the recoamendations of COPM, and of JCCTS, and the needs 
of the communitjjr as guides. He should be willing to provide assis­
tance of any type needed to accomplish this goal. 
2. The department chairman in each institution encourage his 
Instructors to use innovative materials and techniques to improve 
their courses even before a curriculum revision is implemented. 
3. The instructors use the course descriptions in the CBFM 
publications to revise their class presentations. 
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U. The community colleges, colleges and universities exchange 
textbook lists and syllabi as an aid in articulation between the 
institutions. 
$. there needed, the department of the institution develop 
a course in remedial mathematics, For suggestions in the construction 
of such a course the department chairman should refer to a recent 
CUFM report.1 
Further Studies Meeded 
The data collected has revealed other areas which need to be 
studied. Studies need to be made to guide in better articulation 
between the two year colleges and the senior institutions and to 
aid in the planning for preparations of the two year college mathe­
matics Instructors. 
'Hie specific studies which this Investigation has indicated are) 
1. The programs for training the college mathematics teachers 
be examined. 
2. The content of the following mathematics courses of the 
community colleges be analyzed and evaluated using the recoamenda-
tions of GUPMJ 
a. Bamedial mathematics courses 
Committee on the Undergraduate Program in Mathematics, Report of 
the Committee, A Course in Basic Mathematics for Colleges, (Berkeley, 
Calif, t Mathematical Association of America, 1971), pp. 
b. Basic freshman mathematics courses 
c. The calculus sequence 
3. A study of the Methods of instruction in the mathematics 
classes of North Carolina community colleges be made. 
A study bo made by each institution of the mathematics 
curriculum of the public schools from which the Institution recruits 
students* 
nil 
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APPENDIX A 
LIST OF COMHjSJITT COLIEGES INCLUDED IN THE STODT 
Caldwell Community College and Technical Institute 
Hudson, North Carolina 
Central Piedmont Connminity College 
Charlotte, North Carolina 
Coastal Carolina Community College 
Jacksonville, North Carolina 
College of the Albemarle 
Elisabeth City, North Carolina 
Davidson County Community College 
Lexington, North Carolina 
Oaston College 
Dallas, North Carolina 
Isothermal Community College 
Spindale, North Carolina 
lenior Comnwity College 
Kinston, North Carolina 
Rockingham Community College 
Wentworth, North Carolina 
Sandhills Community College 
Southern Pines, North Carolina 
Southeastern Community College 
Whiteville, North Carolina 
Surry Community College 
Dobson, North Carolina 
Wayne Community College 
Goldsboro, North Carolina 
Western Piedmont Community College 
Mbrganton, North Carolina 
Wilkes Community College 
Wilkesboro, North Carolina 
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APPENDIX B 
IETTER SENT TO PRESIDENTS OF COMMBNITY 
COLLEGES INCLUDED IN THE STUDY 
P. 0. Box U38 
Jamestown, North Carolina 
September 30, 1971 
As reported in the February 12, 1971, issue of Higher Education 
ifi North Carolina the number of transfers from community colleges to 
senior institutions has increased within the past few years and this 
trend is expected to continue. Therefore, some of the mathematics 
departments of the senior colleges and universities are interested 
in (l) the qualifications of the mathematics instructors in the com­
munity colleges of North Carolina and (2) the content of the college 
transfer courses in Mathematics. Articulation guidelines for math, 
ematics courses approved by the Joint Committee on College Transfer 
Students in November, 1967, were reviewed and revised in May, 1971, 
at a conference at East Carolina State University. One of the re­
commendations was that a formal study be made to determine the current 
content of mathematics programs in the community colleges in North 
Carolina. 
I have chosen to study these two areas in the community college 
system of North Carolina as a dissertation project for the completion 
of iry studies at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. 
I plan to use publications of the Committee on Undergraduate Programs 
in Mathematics (CUFM) of the Mathematical Association of America as 
well as the guidelines mentioned in the above paragraph in the analysis 
of the data collected. 
I am asking the cooperation of each community college president 
in securing the information needed in this study. Will you assist me 
by completing the enclosed form? I need the names of those in your 
Mathematics Department who teach the college transfer courses and the 
name of the chairman of the department so that I may send to each of 
them a questionnaire to be completed and returned to me. 
The report of the results of this study will not include the 
names of the schools but each may request a copy of the results along 
with Instructions for identifying that school in the report. 
Thank you for your cooperation* 
Sincerely, 
Ruth Y. Sharrock (Mrs. W. Roger) 
APPENDIX C 
FORM SENT TO PRESIDENTS OF COMMUNITY 
COLU9QES INCUJDED IN THE STUDY 
Please complete and return In the enclosed envelope. 
Institution 
Names of the instructors who teach the college transfer courses 
in aatheaatics: 
Nane of the head of the department or division: 
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APPENDS D 
COVER 1£TTER SENT WITH QUESTIONNAIRE! 
TO MEMBERS OF 8TUDY POPULATION 
P. 0. Box U38 
Jamestown, North Carolina 
October 10, 1971 
Dear Mathematics Instructor: 
In 1969 the Committee on the Undergraduate Programs in Math­
ematics (CUPM) published a booklet in which they made recommendations 
concerning the qualifications for the teachers of university parallel 
(college transfer) mathematics courses in two year colleges. While 
the academic work is important to the successful teacher, the 
committee believes that professional activities which reflect con­
tinuing mathematical growth are also important to the successful 
teacher. 
As a part of ny dissertation project for the completion of ny 
studies at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro, I am 
attempting to examine these two phases of qualifications for the 
instructors of college transfer courses in the community colleges of 
North Carolina. In order to help me I am asking you to take a few 
minutes and to complete the enclosed questionnaire. As a teacher 
I understand your busy schedule and I apologize for this imposition 
but I know of no other way to get this information. 
Simply for purposes of checking off each teacher as his ques­
tionnaire is returned, I have numbered each questionnaire. (I may 
need to send a reminder to some.) If you object to this procedure 
simply erase the number on your questionnaire before returning it. 
You may be assured that under no circumstances will any individual 
or school be identified in the report of the findings. Complete 
anonymity will be maintained. 
Space is designated for any pertinent comment which you would 
like to make. 
A stamped, addressed envelope is enclosed for your convenience 
and I would greatly appreciate it if you would complete and mail 
this questionnaire within ten days. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Sincerely, 
Ruth 7. Sharrock (Mrs W. Roger) 
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APHftSXX E 
QUESTIONNAIRE SENT TO STUDY POPULATION 
Academic Preparation 
Courses listed in this form are recommended in the CUPM publication, 
Qualifications for a Two Year College Faculty Teaching University 
Parallel Courses,, list other courses in your undergraduate and 
graduate program which do not parallel any of those in the recom­
mendations,, Descriptions of the undergraduate component are in the 
CUPM booklet, A General Curriculum in Mathematics for Colleges and 
those of the graduate component areTn A ^ginning Graduate Program 
in Mathematics for Prospective Teachers"of Undergraduates. 
Basic Component (undergraduate preparation) 
Lower Division 
Calculus courses in one and several variables including 
introduction to differential equations. 3 or 1; semesters 
1 semester 2 semesters 3 semesters U semesters 
Fundamentals of computer science, including experience 
in programming as well as use of the computer,, 
Semester in linear algebra employing both matrices and a 
basis-free, linear transformation approach. 
A course in probability and statistics which presupposes 
a course in calculus. 
Upper Division 
_ A year's work in abstract algebra. 
_ A thorough year's course dealing with the important theorems of 
real analysis with emphasis on rigor and detailed proofs, 
_ A semester course in complex analysis. 
A semester course in applied mathematics. 
A semester course in some geometric subject (topology, affine 
and projective geometries, comparative investigations, etc.) 
Questionnaire (Continued) 
' A semester of probability and statistics which builds on the 
previous course in the subject. 
Other undergraduate courses. 
Graduate Component (one semester courses 'which are especially 
appropriate) 
_____ Measure and Integration 
Complex Analysis 
_____ Homology and Multivariable Integration 
' Galois and Field Theory 
_____ Advanced Ordinary Differential Equations 
Functional Analysis 
____ General Topology 
______ Topology and Geometry of Manifolds 
Ring Theory and Multi-linear Algebra 
______ Problem-oriented Numd&cal Analysis 
Other Graduate Courses in Mathematics 
Degree(s) earned and date received: 
Did you participate in an apprenticeship in two year college 
teaching? 
If so, at what institution did you receive this training? 
CommentsJ 
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Questionnaire (Continued) 
Professional Activities 
Please answer the following questions by checking or filling in the 
blank spaces provided with each question. Specific instructions are 
given where appropriate. 
1. Have you taken additional course work (other than that required 
to get and/or to hold your present position) within the last 
five years? 
Yes 
No 
If yes, indicate the number of hours (semester or quarter) taken 
in each of the following areass 
Semester hours Quarter hours 
Mathematics 
Education 
Other(give department 
designation) ______ _____ 
If additional course work has been taken within the last five 
years, please indicate the number of hours earned in each category 
listed belows Semester hours Quarter hours 
In an academic year institute 
In a summer Institute 
While on fellowship 
While peying your own way 
Other (please specify) 
Would you have preferred to have taken more additional course 
work than was taken within the last five years? 
Tes 
No ' 
If yes, check the appropriate reasons for not taking more course 
work. 
Lack of time _____ 
financial considerations _______ 
Other (please explain) 
2. Have you had published any articles or research reports within 
the lest five years? 
Tes 
No 
12k 
Questionnaire (Continued) 
If yes, indicate the number of articles published in each of the 
following types of publications. 
Mathematics journals _______ 
Educational journals _______ 
Other (please name publication and give number of articles) 
3.. Check each of the following professional organizations of which you 
are a member and indicate the number of professional meetings of 
each organization which you attended in the last five years. 
Mathematical Association of America , meetings attended j 
American Mathematical Society , meetings attended ; 
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics , meetings 
attended ; Other (name of organization and number of meetings 
attended 
Would you have preferred to attend more meetings of the profession­
al organizations? 
Yes 
No 
U. Please check each of the following professional journals which 
you read regularly; 
American Mathematical Monthly 
Mathematics Teacher 
Junior College Journal 
Two Year College Mathematics Journal 
Other (please name) 
Please indicate the approximate average number of books of a 
mathematical nature read each year for the last five years or 
since you have been a community college teacher (whichever is the 
shorter period of time). Check one of the following: 
1-2 books annually _____ 
U-6 books annually 
7-9 books annually 
10 or more books annually _____ 
5. Are you now or have you, within the last five years, been engaged 
in any research for new mathematical results (whether published or 
unpublished)? 
Yes 
No 
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Questionnaire (Continued) 
If yes, please indicate total, number of such research projects 
on which you worked in this period* 
6, Have you, within the last five years, developed a new course in 
your community college? 
Yes 
No 
If yes, how many? _____ 
Did you write your own notes for class presentation? 
Yes 
No 
Have you had a textbook published within the last five years? 
Yes 
No 
If yes, for what course or courses? __________________________ 
Have you, within the last five year&s, made use of any techniques 
of instruction which were new to you in teaching one of your 
courses? 
Yes 
No 
If yes, please give a short description of your procedures. 
7. Please indicate the nature of the job you were holding immediate­
ly prior to becoming a community college teacher. Check one of 
the following: 
Elementary school teacher 
Junior high school teacher _____ 
Senior high school teacher 
Four-year college or university teacher (full-tine) 
Graduate assistant 
Pull-time student 
Other (please specify) 
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Questionnaire (Continued) 
Teaching Assignments 
Vlhich of these college transfer courses reeonnended by CUFM are you 
teaching or have taught in the last two years. Please check. 
Fall-71 1970-71 1969-70 
Elementary Functions and Coordinate 
Geometry (1 semester) 
Elementary functions and Coordinate 
Geometry with Algebra and Trig­
onometry (2 semesters) _____ 
Introductory Calculus (1 semester) _____ _ 
Mathematical Analysis (2 semesters) 
Linear Algebra ______ 
Probability and Statistics _____ 
Structure of Number Systems 
(2 semesters) 
Algebra and Geometry 
Numerical Analysis _____ 
Finite Mathematics _____ 
Intermediate Differential Equations _____ _____ _____ 
Differential Equations and 
Advanced Calculus ___ _____ 
Probability Theory (based on 
Calculus) 
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AF FEND IX F 
FOLIDW-UP IETTEft ON QUESTIONNAIRE 
P. 0. Box 1|38 
Jamestown, North Carolina 
November 3, 1971 
Dear Mathematics Instructor! 
I have been pleased with the response to the questionnaire 
1 recently sent to the community college mathematics instructors 
of North Carolina. However, 1 have not received a response from 
you. As a college instructor I can well realize that you are very 
busy and I apologize for taking up your time this way, but it is 
very important to ngr study that your response be included. 1 also 
realize that this may be a particularly busy time of the year for 
you, but I would greatly appreciate your taking the necessary few 
minutes to complete and return the enclosed questionnaire as soon 
as possible. 
A stamped, addressed envelope is enclosed for your conven­
ience. 1 am also enclosing a copy of the original letter of 
explanation in case you somehow failed to get the first one. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Sincerely, 
Ruth Y. Sharrock (Mrs. W. Roger) 
APPENDIX G 
COVER IETTER SEMT WITH FORM TO MATHEMATICS 
DEPARTMENT CHAIRMEN OF COMMUNITY COLlfDES 
P. 0. Box 1*36 
Janestown, North Carolina 
October 5, 1971 
Dear Department Chairman: 
The Panel on Mathematics in Two Year Colleges of the Committee 
on Undergraduate Programs in Mathematics (CUPM) has made recommendations 
for basic offerings in the university (college) transfer programs. 
These were pibllshed in 1969 in the booklet, £ Transfer r.iw»r.niiim 
Mnt.hmwat.-los for Two Year Colleges. Since each year in North Carolina 
the number of students transferring from community colleges to senior 
institutions is more than the previous year a need exists for the de­
termination of the content of the mathematics courses in the college 
transfer programs of the commnlty colleges. Also such a study was 
recomnended by a conference on college transfer programs in mathematics 
in May, 1971, at East Carolina State University, Greenville, North 
Carolina. 
Thus as a dissertation project for the completion of ny studies 
at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro, I am attempting to 
determine the content of the university (college) transfer courses in 
mathematics which are offered by the community colleges of North Caro­
lina. I am asking for your cooperation in securing information needed 
for this study. I apologize for this Imposition but I know of no other 
way to obtain the information. On the enclosed form please indicate 
the courses which are offered at your institution and give the title by 
which each is listed in your current catalogue. Please list those 
courses which you offer for college transfer credit that do not par­
allel any of the courses recommended by CUPM. 
It would be an aid to my analysis if you would also send ine a 
list of the textbooks used in these courses and any syllabi for the 
courses which your department may have developed. 
The number on the form is for identification purposes only. 
The report of the results of this study will not include the names of 
the schools but each may request a copy of the results along with the 
instructions for identifying that school in the report. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Sincerely, 
Ruth Y. Sharrock (Mrs. W.Roger) 
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APPENDIX H 
FORM SENT TO MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT 
CHAIRMEN OF COMMUNITY COLLEGES 
Please indicate the courses which your institution offers. 
Description of these courses is given in A Transfer Curriculum 
jifi Mathematics lor Tvo Year Colleges published by the Committee on 
the Undergraduate Programs in Mathematics in 1969. Space is provided 
for you to fill in the title of any courses which parallel the course 
listed. 
Basic Offerings 
Calculus Preparatory 
EIeffl9Btarr Amotions Coordinate Geometry. A study of 
elementary functions, their graphs and applications, including 
polynomials, rational and algebraic functions, exponential, 
logarithmic and trigonometric functions, and introduction 
to three dimensional analytic geometry. 
One semester. 
El9Bgntary flagtiong Coordinate geometry, sift Aigabra 
and Trigonometry. Reviews of topics from arithmetic, algebra 
and geometry including the topics listed in the course above. 
Two semesters. 
Calculus and Linear Algebra 
Introductory Caicnins. An intuitive course covering the 
basic concepts of single variable calculus. 
Mathematical Analysis. A more rigorous course ccmpleting 
the standard calculus topics. 
Two semesters. 
IrtnffW Algebra. An elementary treatment similar to GCMC* 
Mathematics 3, but parallel to, rather than preceding the 
last analysis course. 
One Semester. 
» A General Curriculum in Mathematics for Colleges. CUPM, 196$. 
Form (Continued) 130 
Business and Social Science 
Probability and Statistics. An introductory course 
stressing basic statistical concepts. 
One semester. 
Teacher Training 
_____ Structure the Number System. A year course is recommended 
by the Panel on Teacher Training for the preparation of 
elementary school teachers. 
Two semesters. 
Additional Offerings (Optional) 
finite Mfttihajntles. 
ifatpragfltrt? PiflterentlflJr Equations. 
—— Differenfrlal Equations and Advanced Calculus. 
Probahi1itv Theory. A calculus based course. 
Numerical Analysis. 
list college transfer courses offered at year institution 
which are not listed above. 
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APPENDIX 1 
ARTICULATION QUIDEHNES 
Approved fey the Joint Committee on College Transfer Students 
November 1967 
MATHEMATICS 
JD&/& Sophomore Years 
1. For non-science majors whose curriculum does not require 
a sequence of two or more calculus courses: 
Requirement of six semester hours or nine quarter hours of math­
ematics for graduation with content selected from most of the 
following topics: fundamentals of algebra; sets, relations, and 
functions) the real number systwnsj finite mathematical systems 
(modulo arithmetic); logicj statistics and probability with 
simple applications to the social sciences; analytic geometry of 
the plane; graphs of relations; other geometries; basic notions 
of elementary Integral and differential calculus. 
2. For students whose curriculum requires a sequence of 
two or more calculus courses: 
The offering is to follow the Mathematical Association of America's 
A General Curriculum in Mathematics for Colleges (1965), page 9 
(see Guideline 3 below); 
calculus with analytic geometry (nine semester hours or 
equivalent quarter hours) 
linear algebra (three semester hours or equivalent quarter 
hours) 
Qlihnr fmlflflUnflfl 
1. The topics In item 1 above are to be covered at a level 
sufficient to prepare the student to take either 1) a moderately 
rigorous calculus course, 2) a moderately rigorous course in 
modern algebra or linear algebra, or 3) a moderately rigorous 
course in modern algebra. 
2. For science and mathematics majors it is desirable that 
the minimum high school pre-requisite for the course content be 
two years of algebra, one year of geometry, and one-half year 
of trigonometxy. 
3. Mathematics 1, Introductory Calculus (three semester 
hours or equivalent quarter hoars). 
Mathematics 2, ii. Mathematical Analysis (three semester 
hours or equivalent quarter hours each). 
Mathematics 3, T.-tnpmi- Aiyahya (three semester hours or 
equivalent quarter hours). 1 
lnArticulation Guidelines,n lUgfrer EtiUSfittW JJLtiflJlb PflTgltea, 
II (December 1, 1967), 9. 
